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Murrai:, K.. Thursday Aftemooa, Detoberg. 1877
YOUNG LOVE. - Luisia, played by Kathy May,...ami Matt, played by
Raymond Stallings, run into all kinds of problems when they fall in love in
the "Faritastics," the musical production to be presented by the Murray-
Calloway County Community Theatre. The production' is schediikdTch -
Oct. 13-16 at the Old Freight Depot on Railroad Avenue.
kove Runs Into
S Trouble in Irantasticks`
lu Our 98th Year
An announcement made today be -
state Transportation Secretary Calvin
G. -Grayson_ &interning the possible
renpetiteg of Chestnut - Street by
Thanksgiving drew little praise- from
Murray Mayor John E. Scott.
"I don't think they've changed '
sinctour.Septemher 24. POW._
--vHfritbditcr-
engineer Robert Hodges, other highway
department - officials_ 'i_.eed the- -
contractor," Sat said.
Grayson announced today that-the
contractor now at work on the
project-the building of a pedestrian
overpass Mier Chestnut Street and the
rerouting of Chestnut under the




for the office of mayor of the city of
Murray in the general election
November, Democratic nominee
Melvin  Henley Independent., H. Ed'
Chrisman, will -be • held at an opeti
meeting of the Sigma Department of
Photo hy kook &Gordo* . the Murray Womares Club on Monday,
October 10, at 7:30 p. m. at the club
house, located at Vine and North
Seventh Streets, -Murray. ,
- Calloway County Attorney Sid Easley
will be the moderator for the panel
- discussion , hetween-the ' two 'kcal
'candidates for the office of mayor.
lk Per Copy
•
Department • •• tion to make
every effort to operiAhe Chestnut Street
section' of the poject before,-
ThanksgiVing.
Grayson said this is being .done in
response to the concern of
merchants and other citizens abot,
iaçjpf_00.44cLieftk.__19Aw.tnut Street
'Gov. (Julian) Carroll is extremely
sensitive to the problehts this project
has created," Grayson said. "He has
ttrid me that heis most anxious to see its
impact minimized," the secretary
added.
According te Grayson's
announcement Chestnut Street will be
reopened-with a temporary surface- of
"traffic-bound stone." The secretary
pointed out that a permanent concrete
surface will be place later, sometime
after the conetructior,_._epefla,_
neA
'1'llbe contractor will restore traffic
before
servic4IaitiLtsistnut Street as much
giving as possible,"
Grayson saict•13ut his tithing depends
substantially on weather for the next
_.
CHESTNUT SIGNS - Two signsiuidapositioned on chestnut „Street jft Mtitray point to the dilemma facin usiness
people in Dixieland Shopping Center. A Department-of Transportation announcement tbday saying roa 1 be
teopenedby Thanksgiving has left Dixieland Shopping Center businesspeoplepuzzled-Somereport sales off • in
ihto 80 per cent. — ..- staff etese_lix,kcovel At
'Worst Time Of Year' .. 
Volume 98 No. 237 -
giving
few weeks." -
Explaining hirther_.,: his lack of
enthusiasm for today's announcement,
--Mayor Scott said: -
,They (DOT officials and the
contractor) told us at the Sept. 2111
meeting -that they felt, with good
t --could have -the street
openetroy Dec;
- "The problem faced by the
Merchants affected -by the street
closing is that the Christmas buying
See CHESTNUT,
Page 16, Column I
-::-Levoconotiers- 
Julie Smith, chairman, and Sally
all, right? Not whittle at Murray State University.i,fisiaAlto..... -Crass, ifiee-ehiiirman,- eV-the-Sigma- CIO siti
 _ ---casesif-th_santastickrfr':-,thesnu7sical-_-_ ,---aft---actixe-tnembeDepartment-chiiktilha-ptili ..LIWB.tta. -
_ production to be presented-by the lfraternity. "The Fantasticks" is the , this special open meeting to study-the
Murray-CallOway County Conununity seventh musical lii which he_has issues by the ', candidates ie the
Theatre and directed by Riehard performed. forthcoming general election. -
- - / - ---• 
 .•Valentine,---.-- • ' ' -Both- Mae moY =end -stellinglt-et, - . — '
Has Hutt Business,  
TraifficSay; Needed —
= _ ithight-111 Alining armor is Matt a Very reveal their feelin -
deeply in oFie-for the-first time. Her "The Fantasticks" the lovers often -
Luisa. a..flighty-sixtecokyear-old, is . accomplished vocalists-. Throughout . litidLOn_Alow.Dansi_ Business bri_gbeg.bigt today
'Id*-"cocky, yet extremely innocent and
are calling -Department of
the
"The Fantasticks" is the Murray- U I ing xpetre street by Thanksgiving "harlefErted
 Trapspcfrtation-atternpts to
naive lad. It sounds simple enough, but Calloway County Community--Theatre GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Bids ...at best." All want the street reopened
- _
it is not. Meddlesome fathers, a garden first fall season opener. The production are- expected to be sought later this immediately.
+all and an abduction all interfere in is a delightful musical staged at The ea for construction of a 13 500-square- Most businesses along s
the road aee
.....,t) coise_ °twit Jove. - _., .,: Old Freight Depot pt! Rai-1mA Ave. off - foot, - multipurpose 
yr ,
-building --at - reporting sales off from 50 to 8.0 per .
Luisa is played by "-kathy May, - -Hwy. 94 East. Kentucky Dam Village State Resort cent, according to one source.
daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Charles May, The show will. run Thursday, Friday Park.
1005 ,Irene Terrace. She has been 'and Saturday evenings, October 13, 14, Final plans are being reviewed by
involved in several highschool- 15 at 8 p.m. Also, there will be a Sunday. state officials. . .
productions, and she is a member of the matinee at 3 p.m. on October 16.
speech team. ' Tickets are $2.50 for adults and $1 
f_or ., James Owens, deputy commissioner
in charge of planning for the Kentucky
. . ..The character of Matt is portrayed by children. Tickets and reservations an - -Department-as parks, said Wednesday
Dan Stallings, son of Raymond be obtained by calling 7564752, from ' the building will be constructed at the
Gtallnig. of Rok.kpurt, U. Stallings-isa-- member .--of the thy.t.y or st-thy Pubii, sia of the old bath 'house overlie-kb-1g
•
-




All the businesspeople the Murray
Ledger and Times talked to said the
street closing came at the "worst
time," the beginning of the Christmas
shopping season. -
All the busine,sspeople also • talked'
about the loss Of the college shopping
Kentueky Darn Marina. Court -Meetings
Owens said he thought the facility
would beeompletedbythefall-oftirdlor---r-d-----ficht----msa'
sprftrg - of 1979_ . The biermial- budget ' o ay,, .r y,
y e y
: Some big :events are planned on the Murray-State.----._f ___-_--....-- 
app
Kentucky's Administrative- Office of. 1976 allocated $600,000 for the Object.' -
.. the Courts will be conducting a regional
'meeting on the district court system for
. _Noon Hour Programs . circuit clerks, deputy circuit clerks and
University campus Oct. 28-29 during homecoming; not the _
least is a Murray-Training School get-together. Murray >,
Ledger and Times ,columnist hiC. Garrott . has _some .
observations about the reunion in Garrott's Galley on the others, today and Friday at Murray
. ,









Slow clearing this afternoon, Deaths & Funerals 16
high in the low and mid 60s. Clear Garrott's Galley 5
and very cool tonight with chance Horoscope . 10
of scattered light frost, low from - Inside Report
the upper 30s to low 40s. Sunny Let's Stay Well  11 ey ne, a expe on s y
2,4 - trends, • will coordinate the show, state Administrative Office of 
the
and rather-cool Friday, high from Local Scene Courts (AOC ) is slated-to give a general
the upper 50s to low 60s. . Opinion Page -- 5 Participating stores are: The 
Cherry's,
111,8, la.dernnimen.., and_ The showcase......_• • , ,
Wacy Harringotn, a former fashion
-Sportt_ ..........
The first _of_ a series Of nrogra=
ted t the CallowayCounty..l3, 14,15 
Public Library during the nom hour is to go in effect Jan. 1,1978,
scheduled for Tuesday, "October IL Calloway County Circuit Court Clerk
from 12:00-1:00. Frances Shea and her deputies' are
• The occasion will be a 'Review of expected to 
attend. The circuit court, 
clerk's office will be -closed ThursdayFall Fashions" sponsored by some of
afternoon 'and all day Friday,the local merchants. Carolyn Adams,
accoefling to Mrs. Shea.staff member of the . library, and
• William E. Davis director of the
  BNALCO_NTRIEUTIQN - msQgnalds and Ryan_M
made a sizeable contribution to Murray High Band for the band's trip to the
Orange Bowl. Shown accepting the $494 "check' are Dwain Hampton,
president of the band, and Shaw, Baker-, the senior representative. On the
giving end are Ruth. Eversrneyer arid Mike Love with McDonalds. and
Charles Thurman (right) representing Ryan Milk nolo by Lowell Mader
model, will be the narrator, and Mrs.
Sue Johnson, an accomplished teacher
of piano, will provide the background
music.
Lunch, consisting of Muligatowny
Soup, international breads, and cake
will be served.
Other lunch-hoar programs offered to
the public on a regularly scheduled
basis will be: a "Prayer Lunch,"
"Winterizing YourT1ants711 "Simple
Car RepairS," "Calloway County in' the
Past," "Music Is For You," and
"everyone Loves Poetry." "Tficse
noon-hour programs are being
presented for all who- are interested,
but particularly to the workingperson
who may . find this time of day
convenient for a visit to the libraff.'
Mrs. Margaret Trevathan, 'librarian,
commented.
"Although reservations Airg_kot
necessary, the library staff would
appreciate a call confirming your
attendance," Mrs. Adams stated. "You
today, will include a series of lectures
Ind-workshopSoi-i-tbe cOurt systerii, set
,overview of problems related to the -
.l978-legislature.
Other topics for the afternoon session
include: "Rules Ot 'Transition,"
",District . Court," "'Circuit Clerks,
Records and Forms," "Tape
Recording, Logging Procedures," and
"Jury Management and Selection,"
A series of workshops will deal with
new procedures for circuit and district
courts, felony preliminary hearings,
small claims, civil and probate courts,
criminal and criminal traffic matters, ,
juvenile courts and appeals, tape
recording and logging procedures and a-
uniform accounting system.
The region-wide meeting is slated to




A Calloway *County jury about noon
- Wednesday found Tormny Thurman
innocent of -knowingly receiving stolen •
-property_
Adel that lasted 
abeut a day and a hall this week, and
clears Amman, of &Met, Murray,
four-rallakAhOnent. haacleck.tiown
by Calloway County Grand -Jury
10," she added •
"Persons Interested in new Style
Vends or those who just wish to spend.
an entertaining lunch hour are welcoine
to attend," Mrs. Trevathan said:
traffic "That (the universitY) is what
made CMS such a good Piece to fie.iite
businestr,1* one businessperson said.
"This is vague," Steve Bell, who
operates Sunset Boulevard Music in
Dixieland -Shopping Center, said after
reading a news release about the--
proposed reopening date. "We were
told by the people who Contacted
Governor that he was going to open it
immediately."
Bell said the street closing has
completely disrupted the traffic flow on
the northwest side of town. "This
(Chestnut) is-one- of the busiest streets
in Murray," Bell said.
--4-714e-atudaats..Imui 
they can't walk across Chestnut now
withon/ walking in mud," Bell said.
Bell and his wife Norma have
circulated a number of petitions urging
a speedy reopening date on the Murray
State-campus. _
Bobs Hopper, Who operates The
Green DO15F-in Dixieltind Center said,
"It (the street closing; has made a
decided difference. The day it was
-elesed-R2W88 like the door was shut, like
The meeting, which begins at 1 p. m. a stopper had been pulled out."
"We understood it was never going to
be closet' Iluppei said.- "If we
don't make it in the fall, it will really
hurt us," Mrs. Hopper said. '
"No, I don't like that (the November
reopening deadline). I want to see it
reopened now," Mrs. Hopper said. -- 
Edward -Shroat, the Dixieland
Shopping Center owner, told the
newspaper, "I appreciate their effort,
but the business people here would be
happier it were reopened now.
2'Some of the business people here
say their sates-are off as much- as-80 per
cent," Shroat said.
Seventeen businesses operatebut of
said.
The shop-ping center-owner said DO1'
"picked the worst time of the year" to
begin conStruction. on the street.
"Between now and Christmas is when
• these businesses' do the bulk of their
business- . . Many of these_ are just
established," Shroat said.
Quad-State String
- Fest Set Oetr-1-7-
A 4iii1001unior.bigh-and-highaellool 
students from four states will be on the
campus of Murray State University for
the 30th annual Quad-State String
Festival on Monday, Ort,,,17.
Participants from Kentucky, Illinois,
Missouri, and Tennessee will make up
two stringiorehesfraa to be conducted
by•-Murray State music faculty
members. Neale Mason will direct the
advanced orchestra and David Nelson
will work with students-in the- junior
high string enseinble.
Following rehearsals_ throughout the
day, the two groups- -will .appear in -
concert at 7 p. m. in Lovett Auditorium.
The public is invited to attend at no
.arlinissiorichaige.
A special clinic for public school
string teachers will be conducted in
conjunction with the activities for the*
students. _
The string festival' is the first of four
Quad-State Festivals to be conducted -
each year by the DeparithenT of-Music
at Murray State. Other- festivals this
year are tlitret6171-ThStIVal No-v. 7, the
junior band festival Dec. 5, and the
senior band festival Jan. 20-21-22.
--
QUAD-STATE PREPARATION - Neale Massui (left) and David Nelson of
rdLi "..iusic faculty at' murray stRe utfiveldfraRragr rnu(rc for the till
ItatosiiiingIestivai scheduled Monday, ,Oct. 17 Mason will direc.1 the -
-"Vanced olvitestra and Nelson the junior high. group in an admission-free
concert at 7 p.m. in Lovett Auditorium the program will 'follow a lull day
etaFlier.014)rjr,- - of rehearsals by 390 junior high 
#nel high school students from-four states. '
•
THE MERRY NOTES, a quartet from ' fadocak Sweet Adalines International
organization,. entertaineirthe members. of Ai Musk DepartMent of the Murray
Woman's Chit at the salad supper held by the department onTuesday, September 20, -
it the_aab house. Entertaining with their barber'ahop harmony. were, left to rigid;
MOIlie Henderson, bass, Evelyn Kostie, baritone, Bonnie Coyer, lead, and Patty Cods,
tenor. Included in their program were "I pout Know Why,", "Are You IFtom
'"RiOrk My Sour and .Amazing .drace."*i_vpreciation each _quartet member was
-P;;;eilriect-ir-iiiiiiiiiiiinieirred-rose 'end -_
man, presided. Hostesses were Neva Gray Altbritten, Sue Bazzell, jean Bennett, B.J.
Berrill, Karen Bolts,lb-thara -Brandon, Ceedia Brock, Kay Carman, and Jo Ann Cavitt.
ama' 'Oral History' Programb
Presented For Teachers
—were presented by FtiencLf or charging less -for large users
!NELLIE HORTIN the Calloway PublJc14ibrary of utilities be reeemed so that
Portions of the "Oral at the fall meeting of the the small users wouldbave the kied with vinegar, spice,
History" of Calloway County Calloway. Retired Teacher lowestrates. and particularly sugar. For
_..-Association Monday, October Mr. Gardner mentioned while sugar obviously swee-
- 3; attorrip.ur.--atialtrOteiter.- some. proposals- tax Tens sour taste, -it also
Mrs. Margaret' t Trivithan, exemptions for certain groups tensifies the flavor of
Dr. Stan Herdrickson and from 62 to 65 yeara,sf_ege. He "aced lied chilled beets.
Mrs. Lucille Potts presented reminded the teaers they 
_short skate-hos - of. _tape__ should-always-414e the con-
recordingsthey had preparetL .tinued funding of teacher
through interviews with . retirement payments.
various persons in Murray., ..Mrs. Agnes-_. McDaniel,
and Calloway County. They secretary; reported that six
were introduced by Dr. Matt new members had-been added
Sparkman, president of the making a totalof Ill members
association, in the Calloway Retired
Mrs. Trevathan, who is head Teachers Association.
librarian of tht Chlloway.1 ._ miisHrzei Tayry;_tiii innan _
Miss Jill Falwell, October was centered with 'ovely
22nd bride-elect of Glen multi-colored flowers
Mathis, was honored with a arranged in a silver wine -
bridal tea in the Community cooler, Refreshments of party.
Room of the North Branch of sandwiches, assorted cookies,
the Peoples Bank on Sunday, nuts, coffee and tea were
September 25. served. The appointments
The gracious hostesses for were in silver.
the occasion were Mesdames Approximately sixty per..
Jack Benton, :Ray Broach, sons called between the hours
William Edwaidir,--tioanie of three tcrftve p.m.
-Purr, Gerald Stone,- and  
Jimmy Wilson.
Miss Falwell chose to wear
a floor length dress of blue
knit and was presented an
orchid corsage by the
hostesses. Her mother, Mrs.__
Jerry Falwell, and her ,
mother-in-lair -Ips-be;.---Mrie-- -
Damon Mathis, were
presented corsages of white'
carnations. - ---
The lace covered tea table
Up! -
Just as proper foods are
necessary . for good health
so is exercise., This doesn't
always mean that you have
to do formal kinds of calis-
thenics. Even the simple
action of climbing stairs in-
creases the strength and
coordination- _-7eL-7.- the leg
muscles.
Dr. Vernon Gantt :spoke on
- "Mastering The Art of
• -Cemmunicatiess" at the
Tineeting of the bragaslae Club
-held at the bealitiftil home of
Mrs Tass Hqpson on Ken-
tucky Lake with • --bark.
Rosezella Outland as hostess
on Thursday, September 22.
_ The ;Whir, _Whn_Wa_a_41-_
Dr. Vernon Gantt
ways. He said our most
valuable possessions are those
that we share and
municate. In all of his talk, Dr.
Gan$t carried out the club's
subject for the year which is -
"Let's .Commitnicate." He
said that the group is working
'together for yesterday, today,
...and tomorrow. _ . _
Dr„ Gantt is associate
, professor and chairman of the
_Department of Speech _ and
Theatre- in the College- of
creative Expression at
Murray State University.
_ Mrs. Henry McKenzie._ who_
had beeri honored along with
her husband that day it the
Murray Rotary Club luncheon
was- recognized and gave a
-beautiful poem of her own. 
compositionentitled- 'the
Yellow Paint is Dripping," it
message portraying fill.
The' president, Mrs. John
Livesay;-- presided. Twenty-
-__artrInemberrinsserered-thr-
roll call bjr: Mrs. O.C.
, zecr.etar_sr__Programs were
di.scusied and reports given.
Mrs. Outland-eerved-dessert
troduced by Mrs. John Winter,
program chairman, portrayed
his subject by showing pic-
tures of the art of corn-_
on_the. scree.n. He
- said we can't rest on what we The first police force in
but important things America was - formed -in
are shared in the different_New Amsterd,amii 1658.
92.04,ate- 6.e&46 - Wea4e CeomeAr
Deep-down cleaning and agitation
• All-steel agitator
• Rug height achustment








1 peak HP Motor ( 79 VCMA HP)





Hoover Take-Your-Choice Specials are Available at Participating Dealers Listed Below.
Olympic Plaza
North 12th
Library, said the Oral history of the membership cow.
project "has been " she '
. •
-----eira:noctitidzenesigreato- thewrit'e;341"1"-:, -`9-3(4.Latidlist.sPao.s*af aill3.11ts members of the
  113._tx - • - •old days." • The social cpmmittee.
- Interviews presented at composed of •Ltel Goheen,.
meeting in 
information 
form included .:chi.innani _mud .neberts"......
stories, aid- margaretwksecaistoit, Annie-
Ttnecdotes on 'aiieb topics as Gunter.- and Justine Story, ,
theDayNi,igtethefli4sdersbu;yEarcemlY School Zprervecediniog.der_e-and co4fes_.
the regilar
Country Store,. How WNBS go 
its name_the death of Teathan -LW...Ruble Smith, _ffog.arn
B. Stubblefield, Was There a chairman, arranged the
Gold Mine in Calloway program for the falrmeeting,
County, and Working for the and announced that Mrs. John
Invent-Or of Radio. Bowker will present the
Jack Gardner reported on Christmas program at the
Legislative- proposals af- Dec.6 meeting!-The program,
fectint Callaway retired .“It's Christmas;' will be
liachers7tgi -Pfeerfired at ;the dinner
- rultiuc afrvice 417iertislf at sia
-Commission abolish the fuel Colonial Howie Smorgasbord
cost adjustment increase. Private dining room. The price
4.thether_recommended aation----Afther_Christmas dinner WilLbe
.the -present system or.---,44alIr_ eaelY.
Vrz*tess-Quilt Pcsehr"Le
resented At -Coidwater--auli7IfeW
Mrs- Newel Doores Opened
her home for the September,
meeting-5r fh-e-- Coldwater -
-flethettiakers Ctifb with Vie-
president, Mrs. Dan Bazzell,
presiding. Members answered -
the roll call with "something
they had Made since the last
meeting."
Instead of the lap desk craft,
a demonstration was given on ,
"A Quiltless Quilt Patch." The
leader said the old pattern
from the South can become a
quilt that is finished as one
-goes alcitir-ituTwo pie
patch is so versatile it can be -
made late quilts, afghans, and
_pillows, she said.
The leader siad for those
who 'do not have the time or
patience for- traditional
quilting, this is a good way to
use up odds and ends of
scraps. Any weight Materials-
may be Used but tfirlISt
combine different weight
material in the same article,
added the leader.
Mrs. Clara Bennett was
elected devotional leader for
the new year. A card of thanks
was read from the family of
the late Hazel Adams, a
former member of the club,
thanking the club for the floral
arrangement. A donation of
one dollar per member was
mailed to the Callow& County
Cancer FuETTPFOgrams and
crafts .for the -gear Were
discussed.
by Mrs. Doores to Mesdames
Dan Bessell, Vivian Adams,
Arlene Adams, Mildred
Bazzell, Clara Bennett,_ _
Lagena Handl, Mable Fuqua,
Freelan Youngblood, mem-
-tiers, and Master_ Brett
-
The next meeting will be
beldOetober 11 at one p.m. In
the home of Mrs. Noble Fuqua
with the lesson on
"Crystallized Weeds and













Mr. and Mrs. Alvin 11srey
and Mr. and.Mrs, DeleArnold
were the recent guests of their
son and brother, Billy C
Usrey and Mrs. Usrey of
Jcpoxvllle, .Tn.
MAYFIELD PATIENT
Margaret Jean Wyatt of
Kirksey Route One was





taithred trapunto trim comes in a palette of fresh I
• pastels to perk-up your at-home look. In Vanity Fair's.
ownecreamy smooth Antron° Ill Tricopaque" nyion,
itneeds n6 special care. Just machine wash and it's
ready to wear again and again! Fdr_sizes




"Ret. To Macon Co."
Starts Friday —2 Big Hits—
w,-,Fr ',afar s SO:ACHY
THFRF S ACTION
CONNIE
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r_ft's covered with fabric in' an original
French Art Nouveau'print. Contains:
idoistureallrbip-,ColOr, incandescent-
Cheek Paint, Perkin-lig mist.
Exciting new Fall styles in
all of the wanted fashion
colors for the new season.
- Buy today. Sizes S,
Junior and Missy Styles!
Regular 18.00 to 24350
—1roofeliciling leather coat styles from our
east stock! Save lop tip 61.00.
Available in assorted colors in sizes
6 to 18. Buy today for the cold weather ahea








-Flattering fashions in new Fall
colors. Sizes 141/2 to 24
loromoolotoosoloomoomoo4og000
279 FALL $110ES
SAVE $1.50 SAVE $1
lisitroStrateh-Bikint Tailored Tricot Brief
-NOW3 for $7.50 NOW 4 for $7.
Blouson Tops
Thursday, October$
A meeting , for anyone. In-
terested in forming a Chapter
of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity
will be in Room 214 ofWilson
Hall,-dblurray State Univer-
sity, at seven p.m.
Thursday, October 6
• "Capetown to Kalahari"
will be presented by the
_ National Audubon Society at
the Student Center
Auditorium, Murray State
University, at seven p.m. This
is sponsored by Department of
Biological Sciences, MSU, and
is open to the public at no
charge.
• • 'Fburaday, Oekibor4-
North Calloway Elementary
PTC love open house at
-the-schoel-at seven p.m.- with-
the program ,by Richard
- Valentine on the Community
Theatre.
Friday, October 7
Golden Age Club will have
a potluck luncheon at noon at
social hall- of First United
Methodist Church with
peogram on summer travels
by club members who will
show slides on their western
trip.
- Annual Usher Day will he
held at Mt. Horeb free Will
Baptist Church ,at three p.m.
Friday, October 7
Murray High School class of
1922 will have a reunien at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Style Show by Mademoiselle
Shop will be at Holiday Inn
from noon to one p.m.
Exhibits of prints and
drawings by Annettee M
Cooper, Louisville; graphic
designs by Vickie Nasden,
Louisville; and prints andCountryside fomernakers
- Club will „Meet with. -Kay_ ..drflwiztiel...bY,„•Crithia Boyd,
Adams at. seven p.m. Scott,ldiss:, will be an display
- Meeting at South Pleasant
Grove Church is cancelled. 19. • waYthrough October
Cub Scout Pack 37 wIll !neat
at Robertson School at seven
p.m. All boys whoare 8, 9, and
10 years old, those .who are 7%
- years old and have finished
_Calle_way. Ceunty. Library"'
- Board of Trustees will meet at
Seven p.m.
"3U Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi will meet at
seven p.m. at Ellis Center.
Thursday, October
"Hot L Baltimore" will be
DEAR TIHIEF: I would advise against taking anxpingcr., _Theatre urray State
_ll tihether sell-or give you one.  Admissionds.12.50 plus tax or
by season ticket.• - -
. iii-t, e ideteNed at,
- amitotaire Vail` Oak%
.(;rurta. bride-j•krt of
David 1.ittgors. has








Collection by Del Afar
Perfect Fsuch Woven Kboo's
30 uersatile coior and pattern combinations
for every' decorating stile Insulates too'
—
levolor Blinds and other
Woven Wood Collections
I ei-olor Blinds in over 100





ASe_Cond production of 'got L
"B 
,
altimore" will al Vie--
Murray State University
Theatre at eight p.m. •
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'Dealt
By Abigail Van Buren
Too Tall Looks
Down At Herself
DEAR ABBY: lam a 14-year-ekl girland / don't care if I
ever see my 15th birthday. I am 5 foot 9 and weigh -188
pounds. - - - • --
I hate being taller thanall_the boys my age. People say,
Wait a few years, they'll grow," but what is agirleilimose
to do in the meant:lin*? ' •I know I am too fat, but I don't care. I'm so tall I haven't
• chance With boy Anyway, so I might as well eat and
enjoy_rayself. _
I am so mixed up andhave made such a mess of myself, I -
wish I were dead. I there any hope for me?
TOQ TALL
DEAR1'00TALL:_A girl who asks. "Iethere any-▪ hope
for me?" hopes with all her heart that there is. You have
two of the most precious gifts in the world- youth and
beelth -and you say you wish you were dead. I don't buy
that.---YesAttter tells me you want to live!
'Tell:your parents yoa want to See a doctor for a physical
ed:nce.UT
won't be easy,- but you can do it if you-try hard enough.
, • Ogee you've taken off that excess weight, yeti% have a
new respect for-yourself and like yourself better. And I
promis(you that you'll be well on the road to enjoying life
and living it more fully.'
DEAR ABBY: 'My cousin 1111 call her "Carol") is being
['marled soon, and because of financial circumstances, she
has invited only theineinliii-i-oflierliiimediate Tathilyt
the wedding. 4Sinee cousins are not considered "immediate::
'family," I am not invited.) 
. _ _
" Carol hinted to me that! should give her a bridal shower 
second grade are invited to
and invi -111;her Fiends. , • • -"s---4441-:  •
_ Would it be proper to ask.girls to a shower that are not Murray Women of the.._ ...
invited to the wending?' - ` - Mose wilribeetat eight p.rn.t
r•_°L's cms-Lf`i at the lodge hall.
-.
, DEAR COUSIN:.*whers- is it wiritAaw that -eveitrat..7 . kerie an, Dabetin.i4 club saturday,october 8 -
• - who participatelle' • bridal showelis entitled to ME, .
invitation to the wedding. Or because someone "hinted!' "All` ,meet at 
First Old newspaper drive willb:
you have to -do her bidding.' Presbyterian Mitch at seven 
he byso rscoutTrvc„N
77. Call 753-3824 for old
„.newspapeas only to be picked—
In the dare M. Eagle Gallery,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center;
sa.—=
Saturday,Oitober8 
Program A__ Beal Home
Old Fashion ice cream
social and style show will be at
Specialty Shop at two p.m.
Videotape feature, "Fort
„„iirsgg Follies," will be shown
from eight a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
daily in the lobby of the
Student Center, Murray State
Uniyersity, Admission is free.
Turkey Shoot will be held at
Jackson purchase Gen Club,





Soviet Georgian Dancers at
8:30 p.m. in Lovett
„Auditorium, Murray State
University. Admission is by
Civic Music membership card
or 1VLSU student identification
card.
Earewsli IstUutaBiaL
Gary Hainsworth who wili
-Teave Soon fer a tit; year .
-misstonmPeraforthe-Churde
of Jesus Christ of latter-day
Saints will be held at the WOW.
Hall at 4:30 p.M. Public is
Saturday, October I invited 
-MilreaY state .Ulftersity
Theatre will'present "Hot L
Baltimore", at eight -p.m.
ceanatial Murray- Regional.,
Marching Band Festival will
be -held - at -'Roy Stewart
-DEAR-ABBY: While vaeatiening recently, my husband
and I stayed at a lovely Motor_ inn. When we_ left_ LtOok ,
some ashtrays and glasses. These things had the name of
the. inn on them, and.! thought they'd make nice souvenirs.
- I was under the impression that guests are expected to
take such things as souvenirs, and the cost of the items is
built into the price of ,the room. My husband says I am
wrong:
Why then would they have their name on everything if
-not to advertise? • -..
Are guests-expected to take souvenirs?
• THIEF OR COLLECTOR?
presented bymthe University
•
Discovery Walkwill start at
Center Station at two-p.m. and
Hike Day . will be at Fort
Henry Hiking Trail parking lot
from seven to 10:30 a.m. in-
Land- Between --the Lakes. •
Tanning demonstration will be
at Empire Farm from ten a.
Before checking but, ask the manager for a souvenir-in flAiveistiTitt.-eigEf p.m. tr) "ft'. fn.
Are You serious? Do you






Mrs. N.T.. Beal entertained closely retard! -to their own
members 01 Chapter M of native land.
P.E.O. in her -home .Monday Mrs. Lafollette who taught
evening, October 3. _ The
. Mrs. A.C. unlversity. and._her late
English- literature for a
program, "A British Touch," number of • years _'-at Ohio
was given by '
Lafollette. '
'-
conducted by Mrs. Olga 
'b spent usband nt six months in
In the business meetitig-:-.'-Englanpdrevninjoeuyseaersxpeargioe.neSehs,e
ecr ntly retraCed many of
Freeman, president, 
the those





Fund in memory of Ike _
statement, "I want to go
ternational Peace Scholatship .baek." .
Introduced by Mrs. Paul 
Miss Ann Herron, local
Sturm, Mrs. Lafollette gave a 
Cottey College chairmen,
slide lecture relating to her 
announced that Miss Lois_
___vocalCounsechalorpterfo 'OcCtoottbeyr
two different visits in --Birisitergthe,
College, Nevada, Mo., -would
.EngliincL From the . opening 
scene of Big Ben towering 
.
over the Houses of Parliament 
._ Members of Chapter P,
-..in London. to the areas--around 
Paducah, will be guests of
lEironte homes, the descrip- Harry Sparks. Mrs. John C.
Chapter M, October rs,- for a
luncheon at the home of Mrs.WerilaWorth, ., Coleridge and
lions iiii memorable land-
- -Suctin-gbam Palace,. 
vQluaennrteing.rmioiluse and luncheon.Alfred
Lindsey, Jr., are assisting inscapes were enchanting.
Westminster
.shakelPeer:hrebZith.oefhaAtulme lovely nerng thee social; i Mrs. Beal,
Hathaway's cottage, and• dessert of sherbert, cake, nuts
and coffee was served to 14
members.
-many other historical spots
won of interest to-those who
had not toured the country so
-130Piar sPrtng L
- Holds Program
The Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU presented
special singing programs for
the patients at Westview
Nursing Home and.. the ,
residents cif _Fere_Jerrace
Lodge for the Department
meeting.
Earl Van Natter had the
devotiqp -itird-Irnyer at
Westview, With Otis Lovins
giving the devotion and prayer
iit-Fern' Terrace.
aunte Short was the pianist
for the singers who were Etta
Dick, Cloia Campbell, Earl





Ruby Fannin, -Otis -Lovina,
Shirley Werts, and Kay
Taylor. Robert Lsvins--- and
James Williams joined the
singing at Westview.
A special song was sung by a•
quartet compoied Of Kar"---=
Taylor, Muriel Wright, Earl
Van Nattep, and Otis Lovins. A








Take 94 East out of Murray
for 2 miles. Turn. right on
280. Follow 280 for 7 miles
past Bonner's Grocery. Take
blacktop into Panorama to
first stop sign, turn right then
left and you have anis ed_
Inc. 416-5483.
Friday, October 7
Lake Area Singles Group
will, have a dance at the
American Legion Hall at eight
p.m. with music by Buddy's
Band and dress to be casual.
Benefit concert by three
popular bands will be held at
Jeffrey gym, Calloway
---Ceanty-High-Seheoli-spon--
sored by Calloway County
High School Speech team.
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Sabo on a wide selection of
otors. patterns and textures
'Perfeci Touch'. at all stores Other window heptment
terns ariallabie ir most stores lnoallatron not included
• • • ,n4-ktnaer
••••
free tkieontesse seri** UR 14uto term tIllipirkerst Wag wow









.4nnounees The Open irig
-4#41-is-0-ff4ee„ F o The
Pradice- Of General- Dentistry
* att, Being Taken:




--merrow stitching and 
interltsid plaid.
•_ wo Smart es 0 CrcolSre--.-




Great for fall days --





Blazers, shells, ponts.A s so r ted
patteri. Regular 31"
JUMPSUITS
Denim, plcutta, polyestir knit,
& poly-go.iii, Reg. 22"- 34"
i_HANDEA-GS "> -
Genuine leafher with many new
-fall styles, ..Regular 12"
FALL DRESS SALE
Junior, Misses, & Half sizes,
Ia. 2 pc. fall colors:
,Reg. 22" • 35"
. • .
*CENTRAL SHOPPINo CENTER MURRAY,,KY' OREN it ro 8 P
.9 thoheir.Ciraree • SaAtaverteard a h4asterChwrs. • ••







111 So. 13th St., Murray
-CsAttex—ilpk44 "Road.
;TRIP FOR TWO TO ,
LAS VEGAS
YOU WIN AU. THIS: _ . _
4 DAYS AND 3 NIGHTS AT
A FABULOUS HOTEL
- 4410u-75 TRW -AIR FARE
DELUXE-ROOM
-*.ONE DINNER SHOW
1!,̀., TWO COCKTAIL'S- -
' ONE BREAKEASS
• r Luz -




I( SHIRT JACKETS . . Reg. 17"
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4\ PRE.SicsEt-ti IrtA1 ARE NOT StiAnD 
B.(
'fee Jic nEstperrf., (7t FIZI12 ?
EDITORIAL
Yet ñg:Will LO-se
. said that the House-- House prevented a bad bill
passed bill, which would raise from becoming worse is scant
wage niinimtinis- "to $2.65 ani, praise._ And what the House.
hour in-January and to $3.05 by prevented the-Senate very
1980, constitutes a serious may do: Sens. Harrison
defeat for organized labor and Williams. • Democrat of New
the -41:11ninistration-lint-if-the- Jersey, -iancF=J-atob Javits,
biltipasses theSenAtezil Republitazi:_a_New _
is the country, and particularly attempt to set the minimum .
the unskilled yoong people. __wage at 82.65, $2,88, $3.15,--and
black and whit* that will suffer $3.40 reipectively over the next.
some serious economic defect. four -414e, with-Ot regard - to .
Economists-pretty-welt- thare e average manufacturing I uuay _ History
. satipfied that unemployment wage levels.. If not indexing,  
for Persons younger than 25 is- this propoPal amoiMte - to The it The Associated Press .  • 2arelatea-- direlatbr sernei--for-the Thuridek:VEL-8, the 7/gib -T 
.
ra Nehootwage laws.--A-itudy sponsored *anyway:- And -trerofIli77. There are IS dayildi Lathe' • *1E7
this year-by _ the American would reinforce the tmerrr--.- Year-






• By GENE McCUTCHEON
Aforntx_teciger & 71,00_1,1 Editor
-President Carter's trip in November,
which will take him to four continents,
does no include any scheduled
discussions. on the nation's most
nagging problems-arms limitations
and the Middle East.
But his visit could soothe restlessness
and resentments in Latin America and
Africa and shore up alliances in Asia
and Europe.
-The presidency of the United States
commands awesome respect. Mr.
Carter's presence .will demonstrate to
neighbors In Venezuela and Brasil his
- Today's highlight in history: On thisEnterprise-- Institute,: for - ployment• effects • of the rise in date in 1683, the first German settlers inexample, shows that a 25 per the legislated minimums. One, America arrived in Philadelphia,cent increase in the minimum AFL-CIO lobbyist described On this date:
wage lowers employment of this switch m strategy as a Way In 1848, Austria declared war against
unskilletrytiniNbfifirlii-1570eito *‘esteth -htistness ••=fiaatturY, -- •
pent_ _ - —pants down' Ittfatt-,:it-isavar - - 1g Jr& a Mormon Church conferenceIn Salt Lake City. _Utah, abolished. -So-, increasing the minimum • to -catch --labor;7-- the- ad=
- 7 'Wag"41-41--badj-k1"-46:--bligivtiv4tratit iiid Wien. marines occupied
with, and yet this is the idea " members, of the U.S. Senate in Tripoli. •
that labor _ and the- asi41agrauta_dehot,o_• , _ anc1.44....:the__. In 1927, the era of talking pictures 
ministration started---from. expense ofthe nation's young.- began with 'opening of "The Jazz
Singer" starring Al Jolson.They asked the House to in- . Theit_plight mitt hay the Natio&e been _"4-- crease the Minimum-fro& $2.30 .- easedThad the House voted'T in 
------114-4097,  -- --- League --of 
condemned Japanese aggreasidn into $2.65. They also asked that - favor-"of a subminiinum 'wage ' Quna. •  . _. -`
, the minimum, wage be indexed . for youth,. Such a concessiim to In 1975, China istablishecteliPlomatic
- tbereafter-to'the-avei Lige economic-reahiSr, 1.---Vhicii- sadly relations wittr-BaRladettc-four years
-, manufacturing ,wage levels,- -failed by only two  would- - after - 'the-. Bangladesh wrff--- of, ependence from-Paldstan. .
in
which autoniatically would allow employers to pay -youth Ten years ago; A noted Soviet• raise the minimum- tot $289-- in .- • aged 18 and younger85 per cent - - --inielear -scientitt; j•.:Ir.- Boris DotsenitO,
- .'1470,. $3.15 in 1980, and 0.40 in - of the minimum wage for the • defected.and sou;ght atylurn in Canada.
(it f rst months. P...
•
jOb- That _ Five years ago: The death toll ras
put at more than 200 in the derailintitifitunately, the'Houie threw probably would affect to few of a train near Saltillo, Mexico.- out the idea of -indexing, and :youth, and it is probably not -a ..,One year agoi. A-coup in Thailandthuairevented a-bad-bill-from stifificañtaferential. But is is, resulted in a military takeove;,
becoming worse. Indexing the • 4_ IncAre._in the right direction. -Today's birthday: Farmer opera
. This seems to be "Reunion Week" as
far as this column is concerned.
Tuttdas,-.we -reported, the Miner
High_ School. Class_ at_ 1922's reunion
tomorrow night _at the Colonial
Smorgasbord. The_y_ will be observinAt
tkei 55th -1-liniversary or -Weir
graduation. • • • •
Now-cornea Martha Geier with a
request that I tell you about the *
reunion planned for Oct. 28 and 29 of all
„the -folks-who- 'Week, worked, did
student teaching or wern students attlie
old, Mornay State Training ,School.' I
.,iquIdn't-refuse Martha if 1-wiAteate. I
--Whet-More-favors than I have liairs
on my head. She's one of those people
- on the Murray State campus who'll do
just about anything she is asked. She '




Two big events are Planned to
rekindle the memories or good times
-and trying thnes in the old building.
note, telling her when you were. at the
school and a .paragragi about yourself
today. She'll appreciate it, and you'll
feel good about doing it.
She already has received a stack of
them, !,they're _Cohliat In from all
-over the country. To 'name only a few
who have responded:
Charles and Margie Waldrop,
Lancaster, 'tar.; Dick--- Itarbara
Jean Gibbs, Princeton, Ind.; Fannie
Lou Adams, Clarksville, Atm.; -Jerry
and Ann Hendon, Baytown, Tex•; BeltY
Yancey Griffith, McLean. Va. .
----Terry -Grant; -Coati Wail,- tag;
- Jacqueline Sharborough Bird, Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla 1 • Frances Gatlin
Yates', Columbus, Ga.; Dorothea W.
Haley, Harrisville, Minn.; Martha
Ellison, Louisville; Polly Spiegle
White, Frindship, 'Tenn.
Ben A. _Boggess, Citrus .Heights,
Calif.; Janice C: Patterson, Atlanta,
Ga.; Margie Arnett Gibson, Rosedale,'
Beloved by many, it was razed in the Miss.; Paul E. Haley; Orefield, Pa.;
fall of 1924 after a new building was Sue Ellen Weatherford, Scottsdale,
constructed sod operated for awhile as Ariz., and others.
awareness --et--..triticisrn of "U.S.
imperialism." laNigeria, he can speak
of his commitment to human rights and
concern for the apartheid that persist
on the African continent.
In New Delhi, he can observe another
country where democracy has been
proved workable. _
In Brussels, Mr. Carter Willagain be,. _
able to emphasize his support for the
North Atlantic Treaty Organization and
Europe's Common Market.
The President„ *of- course, will be
doing more than displaying the
kindliness of a remote world power.
He will be listening to longtime allies
and friends and possibly to recent
adversaries.
The marsariersathiTourney will touch on
eight couri,triet,Ink short 1) d,ays. It' will, according to-Thigniew BrZWZiTISkirwho planned _tbevirip, underline the
President's commitment to the





•W flag Mr. Carter "ctirries la --
symbol of 'Jobe1 power, but he is. '
advancing it as an MV14tion to
04-0
The , pledge by Los Angeles to make
the 1984. Olympics a "Spartan event"'
may have been persuasive in winning
support from the U.S. Olympic
Contrnittee-toi-it hid to h the
-competition-Agit-did
tea Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley told
the committee that the goal of the
committee and, host alike should be
• halting and reversing the trend - of
ever-increasing deficits." The low-
...spending . budget envisioned by the
California city, made possible by
existing facilities which include a
100,000-seat coliseum, was it contrast
to proposals of New York City, which •.0P
made a deternunned effort to_taphire- sm nimyi----wage- - tbeL,Setia-- maria Jeritza 15 80 years old. the Unititealty-Sellbol. ' The l hi- -.Iongt-Iting, long,- and -- theeenunittile's nod. -
exacerbate The unemploytheflt cessfully should- make this Thought for today :-Facts do not cease When the school opened in 1928, it was they're doing everything from ;,_•' _nrw 'Env ring n progntsed
repair 
to exist just bemuse they are igitort:d. the Murray State Training Sehoot-Then- 14.1m-cpius -and-motherhood-hi- the  , ---effects of-each hie' ease tor---tris---tm only states financial backftig to eraseit- became College High, then surgery. -  - Minimum. TMs is so betause that might tempt us-to look less isn't It The Truth Urdversity High and when the high If you are a TealliingSehoolprodueS. 
any
deit"til"inflation notv '10wera - the -barahly on thisirriiiiilium wage
-wave The-whole- idea-of
It's a sure sign that the years are• mitigating_ the effects_ of the increasing the mtninuuu_wage
Web you orve tominimum wage • on those in this case is a bad one, arid if 
your Contemporaries that the girLSmargipally employable; once this bill passes, the  subsequent nowadays all dress alike, look alike.again primarily the young. unemployment statistics will think alike, and wiggle and jiggle so
To say, though, that the prove it. much.
Ins-tde-Repoit B, Ron land Et ans and Robert Not ak
-Go. V. Brdaft,- however, new over to_ _ . 12-year-
WASHINGTON-Despite s y. u
conimitment• 'Jo Third World Neto.
kite ca ne ,   Fidelca*ti•-o la-
. desperate to reduce - ingitary
involvement and embarrassing losses
in Angola by-seeking 'a Communist
" pael•-;•Eafliy-s--iffir-ffith no
success.
The. ' fotiii-reillorcementi _prOhably
put - Castro's Africa Corps close to
20,000. ,.Dettplte- the 'inereliarCastrift
shrouded- efforts to reduce his
staggettirdinunitmetit nolonger
doubted by Cuban experts here: nor is ii, Moscow 
Castro certainly does rid want to
- weaken' the world's perception of
Communist Cuba's desire to export
Marxist revolution. Rather, he asked
_ help from the East Germans because
he badly nee .a- temporary reprieve
from an increasingly hnpossible-
• mission;_. stamping out the civil war
waged in Angola by Lucas Saviinbrs
guerrillas against the Soviet-backed
Marxist goverrupent of Agostinho Neto.
The only reason Neto has survived is
Intervention by Castro'sAfrica Corps..
In return for Castros indispensable
help- 11'7-propping up the Kretnlin's
.shaky man in Angola, the Soviet Union
sends massive subsidies taprep up the
. shaky Cuban economy, - Yet, -in
President Carterts State Department,
this crucial service performed by
Castro for the Soviet Union is deemed
inconsequential. It is "no burning
issue," Assistant Secretary of State
Richard Moose recently told reporters..
What is "no burning issue" to Moose,
tap U.S. African policymaker, is
Moscow's --indispensable tool to
  penetrate deeper into black Africa at
. Western expense. But the tool, Fidel
Castro, is getting trapped in a political
quagmire from-which he can find no
- -way-to-withdraw. -
. Instead of fulfilling his !`pledge" last.
. Sear to then Svredish Prime Minister
-Olaf- Paline to withdraw his 13000 to
- 15,000 Cuban .at a 200-a•week
rate, ristrotniarually -has been
lacreasing his military_ commitment.
During this past sununer, five Cuban
transport convoys are believed to -have
sailed to Angola from Cuba with troops
'and both military and civilian advisers
There is little doubt here that this was
- -.met reinforcement to bolster Neto's
- precaribus situation following the
barely' itlitoted 'conp attempted against
- •
school gntdet‘were eliminated In Jane, -*•i;. you Ought-WU ttl on this. Otir 
Colorado ..,-SIWIRKB tiY ..rtaffinD- -thg'10701*-became the Unieersity-Seiteol old beard about the relation-and-asked insistence of Los Angeles officials thatuntil it was discontinued altogether me over turnip greens, white and 
therewould be no cost to the taipayers:--
++++++ - • • went to the University School. Can I go
The old- kuilding was under to the reuion?"
construction_for_10 months before it "Of course you can," I replied. "You
opened Jan. 28, 1928. There were 360 went there six years."
. students enrolledfor il&lir21 Semester— •Greatl" he exclaimelir "r41 get to
Get thisiThe three-story building only see Scotty Vaughn, Chuck Story, Gene
bout 2148,000. Wilferd, Carl Anderson, Miss Gibson,
• - In May, 1932, with the county deep in Mrs. Bossing and..." ,
the Great Depression, grades 10,11,and
12 and the summer sessions were
Aliscontinued to cut expenses, bit tun - Looking Bick
Years late, on Sept. 11,1934, the senior
high was re-established.
Twentitt years later- In fV68_,___1 10 Years Algd
Murray's- • president; Dr. Harry Al.• - _
Sparks, recommended - that the 7th
years ago: cornbread the other night et ettliOr' "I The state, he said, would not contribute
to the spectacular.
•The final decision iviithe-madeirfthe----
• International Olympic Committee in ,
Athens next spring. In the meantime,
Californians might consider methods of
holding Gov. Brown's successor to his
"nonpledge."
iishig econnink dependence on through -the 12th grades-again an airplane from 10,000 feet above Judy Kelso, 4-H-club member from
this growing concern about the
domestic political impact _cif his
Angolan escapade.
Castro's brother and power-sharer,
Raoul,  is believed to have made a direct
approach for help to East Germany
during his viSit there two months ago.
One argument: the dispatch of tough,
pro-Western Moroccan troops to -
protect pro-Western Zaire from a
Soviet-financed invasion by
mercenaries based lit Angola poses a
new threat to Castro's own troops in
Angola. Fraternal Communist
lorcPs-pr  •East-
German-were accordingly needed to
shre the burden with Castro. So far,
there have been no takers in East
Germany. - - -
Castro is shoeing signs of deep
concern over Cuban casualties in
Angola, and the political impact. on 9
• million Cubans at hoine:
Which Cuban troops will defend
Neto's worsening position in The
Angolan civil war-art picked carefully
from widely-scattered provinces and
towns to minimize local impact of
casualties.
t the same time, Castro  is-making
an extraordinary -number of speeches
in Cuba proclaiming non-existent
economic good_tiznes. In no fewer than-
nine speeches since early July, Castro's
theme was economically upbeat-with
repeated ebikons .to -the low Cost of
Cubail _Toreign ' adventures. The
apparent objective: to deflect growing,
potentially dangerous grumbling about
Castro's immense investments in far-
off places.
If Castro's Angola _adventure had
been a brilliant success, his
buccaneering thousands of miles from
home might nuke glamorous contrast
Co Cuba's economic misery. Indeed,' he
has a costly steleniate in Angola and an
Moscow at home. • .
_ _Soviet-aid to Castro is running at a
record peak Of otei$1.5 billion a year.
That iiicliides Soviet pUrchise of 2.5
million tons of sugar. at 30 cents a
pound-u- exorbitantsubside'of more
also s Cuba 9
million tons of crude oil and crude oil
products at about half the world cost.
The price exacted by these vast
subsidies is the cost of Castro's
domestic jncurariers policy- too long as
Castro preserve& Neto in Angola, thus
protecting the extension of Soviet
influence into the strategic heart of
-southern Africa, he can count on Soviet
largesse. The wonder is that all this is
of so little interest to President Carter's
POlicYmakers.
Bible Thought
And the Lord, he it is that doth
ea befdre be will-be with thee,
he will not fail thee, neither forsake
thee . . . fear not . . . Deuteronomy_ _
31:8.
When everything else fails us.
God zemains faithful. He is always
with us.
Wira* Ledger & Times -
Pub/Saber' Walter I.. Apperson
Editot R Gene McCutcheon
The Murray Ledger & 'Times is published'
evtry  exceA Sundays, July 4, Christ-
Was Day. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers. . N 4th St .
Murray, Ky 42071. Second Clam Postage Pao, at
Murray, Ky 4N/71
SUBSCRIPTION RATES; In areas served tts
carriers.. $2.50 per month, payable in advance.
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton.  liar -
din, kilayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky
Paris, BuChinan-and Purylar, Tn., 817 50 PO'
year By mail to other destinations, 632 50 per
year.
Member.of Associated Press, Kentucky
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association
'The Associated F'ress is exclusively enWled tc
republish local news originated by The Morro,
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP•riews
TEI.F.PHONE NUMBERS
SUSUMU (Xtics. 763-1944
ClaSsified Advertising . . 7S3-191s
- Ytrurt1 (Display) rni .
Circulation ...... , 75,141l6 a
News and Sports Dept. MI-19i 8
Two sky divers Will Parachute fromtie- •
_discontinued This was approved Z:et_c.a4chia stadium, Murray state-
board of regents and-the tllgh University, prior to the Murray Statephased out when the /Mal class homecoming foci-than parade thisgraduated in June of 370. _ . weekend.
++++++ Daum: reported,- trowto -Elbert--"Today; the acgrdl artranalrairdng Outland who died in a -fire at theSchool graduates, former students, murraroity4.44hitinerninv____
teachers and student teachers, and two. The Murray Warehousing Corp., Inc.,big get-togethers are planned for them has purchased-the facilities of theas part of this year's Homecoming May Popcorn Company for theWeekend activities. purpose of buying, selling, and storageFriday_ night, Oct 28, a faculty
Calloway County, has been named state ; --
champion in the dairy foods project. A 
_senior at Calloway County High School, -
Abe is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1
•GhtaKelso. - 4 -
Miss Margaret Elaine Tucker,
Tucker. of-Kirksey, was married to
Airman First Class Gary Lee Yuill of ;
Mulberry-,4nd., on September 10 at the :
University thurch of Christ. •
ughter of Mr. and Mrs. Brown
reunion . is planned at the Colonial ‘-a •
ZO Y Agxj- Smorgasbord. The next afternoon, after _ ears
the football game, there'll be a big 
Marjorie Shroat Huie of the Bank of
Murray left today to attend the 35th
annual convention of the National -----
Association o UBank Women at Boston, ,
Mass.
Births reported include girl,Sally
Rose. to Mr. and. M4._..cbarles  Rev 
Cope on September.24.
Dan Shipley of Murray Insurance City Council as general foreman to Mrs. C.S. Lowry spoke on her travels
Agency and Wilson Gantt, Murray build the newcity hall and gas building in France while teaching there at the e:
State Registrar and a loaner principal - at.the-corner of South Fifth and Poplar meeting of the Delta Department of the
at the Training School, are co- Streets. Murray Woman's Club.
chairmen. Helping them with the
aiTangements is a list of interested
folks as long as-your arm.
Tickets for the barbecue supper are
$3.50 each, and reservations should be Miss Chloe Gifford, state president of October 2, according to Mayrell
-made--sent along with the-money-to the Kentucky Federation of Women's Johnson, Murray club president. Music:
Mrs. C.W. Jones, 816 South 16th Street, clubs, spoke at the general meeting of was by Charlotte Durkee, celloist and ;
or Mrs.LlorT134d, 1004 Sbarpe Street, the Murray Woman's Club field -on Lillian Waiters, pianist.
barbecue supper and" get-together for Calroway County Farm Bureau King
everybody who so much arttarkened Jimmy Thompson was crowned
the door of the Training School in its-49 District,- -King at the contest held -at
years of existence. The place is the Kentucky Dam Village: Calloway
West Kentucky Livestock Show and - County Farm. Bureau .Queen ,klarinelL
Exposition Center on College Farm Myers was runnerup in the district
Road. This is a biggie and_timert,
Rupert Nix wat hired by the Murrayexpecting a big turnout.
30 Years Ago-4.
• both in Murray. • • Deaths- -reported include Mrs.
To add a special, nostalgic touch to
the day, Martha will have a small
booklet available for those who come-to
the barbecue. In -it- will be a brief
biographical sketch of as many
Individuals with ties to the school as
possible-where they are, what they
are .doing today,. etc. But she needs
them in by Oct 15 if she is lo get the
booklet to the printers in time to have it
by Oct.-29. ,
If you have a tie with the old school
and • haven't receit;ed one of her
biographical sketch form,' don't be
upset. This ,is. their first attempt to
compile each a list and you might
been unintentionally overlooked in the





Dorothy_ Neil _stark outiapd,sge  




The ERA is necessary to safeguard to
all persons the right to pursue their
individual potential and talents free of
sex discrimination. It is time for Sons.
and daughters to have the same
opportunity to de*lop and to aspire
with more /freedom to make their own
. life decisions. •





Dr. Annie Ray, third grade critic:-
teacher at Murray Training School,:
spoke at- the organizational meeting or
the branch of the Association of
Childhood Education at Carlisle'
County, Bardwell, on-October 3. -
Murray State College beat Morehead
State College 13 to 6 in a football game.
at Morehead.
Mir Barbera Harris of Lynn Grovt:
• ie visiting friends in New York and .it
a- Pie, Ittri-und will' -visit $'
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, Sports Editar • •
Predictions For Weekend Games
  _
The predictions-for this football season. aren't exactly
• burning up the wield. •
Of curse that's a -bit understandable Since there are
three very tough high achoorteams in this area and then
everyone else is just sort of ramped together with anyone,
capable of beating anyone on a given night
The mark for high school games is 40-11 which is an ac-
-- --euraey-rnartt-ef--.784.4he-reeeed for predicting -0VC.games
tumbled to lit-8 because of three upsets last week u Those up-
sets were Western's win over East Tennessee, Austin
Peay's win at Eastern Kentucky and Morehead's win at
- - - - •-• - - 7-
. Let's do something a bit different today and-start with the
OVC games. And you'll see in a second why we are starting
with the OVC games:
' MURRAY at Martin by.three - Why not? You never pick
if someone can knock Tech off because the.Govs have-to- ---
play in Cookeville. ' - ,
Appalachian State at EAST' TENNESSEE by. seven-
The Bucs are back home and should got their/het win of the
year.
By RALPH BERNSTEIN "Danny didn t know I was
AP Sports Writer going to hang a curve ball,"
.LoIs.OSAAnNgeGleEsLED%igA
Pre Theranti the pitch was 10 to 15 feet
-laid Lonborg. "I knew when
Philadelphia Phillies are tied -- toward the plate that I had
aNta tioonnea I gLeamageueecahamch Pillionsthe---i ri.laBdaekaermisstaa --e ---wa-st-1:-tkide."-h
series today because of a pitch insulted when the Phillies
. 
that
toowahsigdhe,scarfiob:dt anasd Itief hitting Garvey to get to the Steve Yeager's single. In the
elected to walk the clittch
EASTERN KENTUCKY at Middle Tennessee by, 13 - . too far Inside and hit90 feet former Atlanta Brave who hit seventh, Reggie Smith tripled
Middle will be 0-5 when they play their Homecoming next . too far. 30 homers during the regular across Bill Russell, who had
Saturday against Murray and of course, that will make the_ 
The picturesque description season, one of four Dodgers to singled off Brusstar. •
Blue Raiders even more dangerous.
a ers ratidslani Ties
National League Series
double and apio-out single by
Davey Lopes.
Lonborg left after (ear
innings and was followed by
Ron Reed and Warren
Brusstar.
The Dodgers scored a- run
off Reed in the sixth on Ron
Cey's single a stolembase and
VilbS Leillistei pitcher do that - . The Dodgers now have to
deal about their record in
Philadelphia," said Yeager,
"but we've done well there
overnli."
Smith added, "I hope, they
aren't- relying on their home
field advantage. That will just
put pressure on them. We still
have to.play the games. We're
not going to lay down just
because it's Philadelphia we
are going to."
The Phillies,- on the other
-hand, feel they accomplished
- - ksonville State at TENNESSEE TECH by one _ Jim.. threw Me- --- • 4--leiteir-it-was- a good-why two- oatthree , at--their goal in the playoff serene--
could be a 41-40 game. Jacksonville may be the better team pitch to theDodgers' Dusty percentage play," Baker said., Vetergps Stadium, where the - a split in Los Angeles to
but L'lltahethe NMI telin_t . . ..." • . 1 • • Baker with the bases loaded in "I just tried to remain calm,- East Diyision Champions won - give then -the home field -
Western Kentucky at -NORTHERN MICHIGAN = -The -the-fouth inning and the score- -- not to gettoenteited. I wasn't-60 and lost -Deg 21 dbring Me' advantage. - "
."toppers woret have long to Celebrate theiffirst Win. Nov- • tied I-I: - __trying to. hit the ball out of the _ regular wawa. Lee. Angeles -I feel very confident," said
them Michigan by 24. ' " • ' ---• . - -,- - -----7 7-Haker hit a grand slain. - stadium. I just wanted to hit it was . 2-4 in Philadelphia and Ozark. "We're going home
And now to the high school card: . home run to put Los Angeles hard and not into a double 'suffered a three-game sweep where we play very well ana
,_ Trigg. County at MURRAY HIGH by seven 7a- This one ahead 5-1; a lead nghthander . play." , before a different kind of- . in its last visit.
-- an--uPset-ette- who is insay a would he an upset? Marlin is - - --coadiee al& points being seored, perhaps aillitpme or - Don Sidon -protected as the .. ouatk and,__Latburg knew . "Everyone is maidnalig crowd."
2. Sig e,the Racers have losttwo league games at tamie and -, a 2741 game. But who knows? The last time TriggeTied -Dodgers went ' on . to a 7,1 that Baker was 0-for-7 against
- ltili
-in
- -- - Fewleanwkeetienwinningiestistically-.- rdurn--y-biotineetts-thejetn. They' played so` Well attrald- , apieee - -----:---------.---: Baker; of course;-was elated - -
said for,tbe past few weeks, they are due. '
OVC race. But 
will
brealikTe'ivt :-':--_tch asemilgeoeriuntiollislifermte i:tten1973. and that was a 7-6 game just in vietury.that squired the hest
., Lobborg this yea-t; radti-d-iag a
=
one - ' -- - of-five , series at a game fly out iotheaecoid 'ming.
County and if they were to lose-this one, they could be - • So the series *lifts to after the game.
---like a iffir----Welat been in a slump. Hes,been hitting the , in Philadelphia, where Burt "When I was a kid playing in
i• ball well but right at someone all the time. Then one day,. ., 
i.r_real jeopardy of not having a break-even season.
I other games: - - . Nooton and his knuckle curve the backyard in Riverside,
__,,  he breaks his bat find pops one downthe line for a double _ Thgbrasztat_BowuliGGREEN by ;1 Tilgbman_issee____will_gefer__LogiAbgbiesagab„alict_j_tued_to
,and suddenly, he goes oe &tear. . . 
" will 
• that tough and sooner Or later- soMeone will show them- , Power- Pitching-tarry was, the hero in a big game,"-
ttngattu Avin coutd give the-Racers much-added rent 
--
The best place to "pop one down the line be at Mar- -Bowling is at home and they rarely lase there. Christenson for the Phillies on. Said the Dodgers' left fielder. •
- - ' •day. 
fidence going into two leaghe games at Middle and -at East
- --Tennessee. 
How do you "pop,one,down the line" in football? Well, you
'-can 'have someone pick off an interception and return it fol.
&touchdown, you can have someone break loose for a long
• ----713)' rim, y°" 4--tbraw-the--bnnill-at unexl'eted Barnes does-not-play, here-coulci-bethe-utiset Manager Danny- pOsted-a-144-reeerd in
• • •
moment if the Racers don't brisk _loose in the nedgame_
- urtwu,teerjust Traghr getttu ruithey-su-ne-i-erg-et euthf. hod-hie-neck- injered 
-lad-week in the-204 VAR ever- -Odtric-took-a-iihnut-to_ Anent
'Marshall Cotintt at ItALTJULD laMORIAL by six Tridataftern0011- - • "I guess all kids play pretend-- - -
This may be the one I miss. Marshall County perhaps Ile The ,seconct-_garae aingdY -- games ince that. But I never --
better team but it's at Ballard and that's-the reasoning: narrowed down tothat-feurth--dreainea it would t,,,,au true.**
Plus Ballard lostlast week and will really be out to. malted_ inning ,efter Bill Rummell and After Baker's big hit, -ths-.
6-1. Reggie Smith had 'singled and Dodgers turned the job over to
Todd Central at CALDWELL COUNTY by 13- If David Ron Cey 'sacrificed. Then Sutton, the right-hander who
Murray High. If :games does play, which he probably'will, talk to Lonliiii7 ". Divlsibn championship.
-' Other OVC games: -- '- look for Todd to make it a respectable game for at least a "Iliad made uP My inii...iii to "I'd give myself a seven or
- Austin Peay at MOREHEAD. by-slx.:Lif_lhe Peay wins . 
-. 
, - - 'intentionally walk- Steve an eight on a scale of 10 for mtudf. 4
_, __h_ts,on___eilliey might b_.ei legit contender for the league title, • easbeiw.catbblicrig_ jzialismAxxouint, r. _ ,, Ozark 4,, yOw . kuLt veY, was  -13,..S a Y --performance'? . said --Slittnrc-
The Colonels are on and off but shouldn't have much later. "I just yanted to talk who gave up nine hits,
. . _
trouble. - • about how we would pitch to including a third-inning home
FLTLTON CITY at Gleason, Tn., by- 28 Baker. - Even if the -..,„ c ..- -run to Bake
--Buildogehave -a -letdown f....their-big-win-ever -Hadar .ri----DZarb said he -rummem The Dodgers tied the gun "'"-
Lonborgto keep the ball dovm, IN the third un Hice mundayslast week, they are still going to win and possibly gain some
so the infield could get a .,respect in the Class A rankings. .. -
Lane Oak it HEATH by ?A - In this battle Of county gmund haff and hail out of the













r .• --,-- 4f you're a tough-customer..thie month You can
'It was sound logic,fr said 
Head .tiSt drive a tough deal on a tough. garden tractor
dernolish*Lone Oak. - 
. "'• • for your place. Special factory rebates enable us -
• ' threw a sidearm curee on a 1-2 Rankin,' who has won more 
to really Wheel N Deal-on 4-new-CaSe.Astinter's-
Hopkinsville at MAYFIELD by 42- The Cardinals will the crestfallen Lonborg, who CROSBY,-Tet. (AP) --- Aid,
_
roll at will. ' - 
nearly here and a high-clearance, big wheel
IIELDLANatriotrotiaii' by seyen"-- TtA Griybijods count ' to Baker that the - than-MOM° thie season and is 
Case with its super traction will do a great,job__
are still winless but should pick up theiriint one Friday. -Dodger slugger tiaininered---fird on therfioney BA-beads- - . 
of moving snow around for--yo4.--, _, 
-
south_ puha/ ot FuL-Tott couNTy The pilots, who--.into---the left field seats, the-the4ist of entries hi the $50,000—, Model 444
teams from Tennessee. Association chrungiiiiship Factory Uk!
$2'444'W
• * ***** ' • 2264.00
tournament that gets, under Our Price • • -150.00
way-Eriday. _ _Less Factory Retoals
won-over-Gleason -lad week, should inakeit 2-0 agaiiiit second grand slain, in two  Ladies _ Professional 
Golfers - 14 HP - Hydraulic Drive-. - •
games or Ange es.
PJariiBeing ádéThrbiuiI
PASU Homecoming Net Tourney
The competition at the
annual Aluermi Homecoming
Tennis tournament will never
be confused wifh Forrest
Hilb-7.17 ,----ath year Murray
State University alumni.
faculty, staff, and supporters
of the university turn out to
participate in one of the




Every day is a piece of sunny Italy at Jerryls_Restaurant! Delicious
• traTran-Fe-stival Specials prepared the Old World we)/ _at prices
yousan afford. Stop by your neighborhood Jerry's-Restaurant today ,
• for Italian Festival '77 . . festivelood (pod at .-
-Ce-siiv-ely low prices' —
6R/LLEO ITALIAN









Mozzansa Chee.sej• Ali IY Scer4/5" /, division is usually very keen tennis 
experience to the
, 0u. ip thie Jzt„._efit,,PAstOfenfis‘getyl- , Vri-Jedt igll _players competft4 , description of your
--" ' ------.. since most partiCipants have Alumni Affairs Office, Sparks
previous tournament ex. Hall, Matear-State--thgver-





. 0.7 nA i , ,




,,,, _.,..,,, o,.....s  . ,...10,..„‘_. . ', s• 1'!/.: i
: -'. . --A•  ... , . • • ' • -TN
;-°/ 11 • • • . . : • ••• •. (V, '' •.:.* , '..„. • ''' -ae17-0
i'"; ' '-e ' , . • ''''' '  A
and at times the level of Class B competition consists
competition is surprising, of the beginning or weekend
This year's tournament will tennis player. In most cases,
begin at 8 a.m. Friday, Oct. 2s, players in this division have.
-oh The -thirverintrs tennis -tire Years-or less of .
Courts on Chestnut Street. perierice. . =-- - - - -
• Competition will consist of The h -ZiPen to
men's singles and doubles and all alumni, faculty, staff and  
Mixed doubles.  ------- - -suPlorierlkoLAP-unlveral
-- Singles and doubles eom- . The entry fee is is Per Person
petitions women Were dropped and contestants are limited to
lits year -Wria* of an ap-
parent lack of interest, „ac- ',.9.ne of the problems of
cor&I; to- Eddie -Hunt, who -Fiiiidticting a ,t-e-finis tour-
agryllolman, is a -*Unbent -during Hornecorning7
no-chairman of the event, -weekend is that with so many
However, - if - a-- suHteient-e4hec ctivitles •-•going on 
number of ladies express -playing time is limited," Hunt
 intercatintiarticimtme-some__Ritk "EverY effort will be 
sort of competition will be made to schedule matches in
arranged for them,-hesaid. order to avoid-conflicts."
Serving With Hunt and
committee are Tom Monarch, should be an racking
Holman _on the arrangements This year's- tournament
hfurniy;•-• put Hurley, .genteur Anteceding. Went Anyone-:
Steve Harnfick, Benton; -laterellted participating .in
Jkonie-Pitreell, Murray-State-theAnUFnamfilL is urged to
tennis coach; and Monroe register Without delay. Simply
with Competition viill be held in 
mailth 
your na
your entry' fee. along
meo, address,
Sloan, Paducah.
two classes, as it was iast where you Plant° stay while in
YecolitirsiftlassoAf eQinexPetitimigerienrd whiurra"le-classyuld compete, and
 in 
Yclua




Twin-Lakes Homes & Garages
GARAGES An TheorComp7te" e











-7 -twin Lakes Homes & Garages
P.O. box Mg Nwy. 44 Ottst t.m, gy._ Moo' eser-sn-eses













Best 'rune To See_ 
-,•,--,..,,,, -
Other ' faeorites include Your Price This Month 
. • $2114.00
KathY -Mlitworffirtheelitasne---. (-Freight & Preparation-not-included)
money winner, ' and Debbie -
Austin, a multiple victor this 
3' $ 50a00season after breaking into the
winner's circle for ' the-first- - 
:3 ( SAVE
time. .
Eighty-three pros and 'fife
amateurs will be in the 54-hole
event, which will be played at
the Newdort Yacht & Country Co., Inc,•
71441TaTnort - 753-3052 1
ub.
The LPGA is returning_to





Complete fishing ft for only '750.00,14' Ebb Title Fiberglass boat
ith 18 hp electric start motor  on nearly new Moody Triler. Boat 
has windshield and steering remote control and extra wid-eam.
,Take a youngster fishing this fait A real 'teat rig.
EXTRA, EXTRA, CLEAN USED SKI RIG-LATE TRADE-1N -
Starcraft (Alumisuin4 4italk-thrii windshield- with 85 bp Merruiy-.
,motor, on good trailer, Sunliner, lay-down seats, sharp rig and a
good one for only41250.00.- - - -
OUACHITA BASS BOAT COMPLETE RIG
16 footer, very attractive,fishing 'family boat complete with 100 hp
Evinrude motor, good trailer with loading guides, used very, very
little, has foot control trolling motor, depth finder, spotlight, inside
iigh% five well'imuilwolvioronlynesitee:--
- .
DEEP-V STARCRAIT AMERICAN SKI BOAT:—
Real sharp, 1974 model with 135 hp Chrysler Motkir with power trim
and tilt, has sun top (front) rear canvas, side curtains and winter
storage cover, really a sharp rig and it goes too — Traded in by
retired couple on a big Deck-Craft„ Must see it to appreciate it.
Now only '3250.00, just a little more than half price for new.
19' SKI-BARGE WITH LATE MODEL 50-iiP MERCURY ON SHORE-
1
Virtually clean asnew, just a great big ole safe family boat. Fish with
it, ski, camp out, put a bunch of kids in it... its very versatile. Whole
rig for only 1750.00lust a little more than price of motor alone
today 41c1 its in like new condition.
Others to Choose from. If you need a fairly boat it will pay you;
well to see us no - at these fall close out prices. 
Honest reputation and you try -anything from here before you
buy it.
HAPPY HOMY TRAWL INC .-
Take 94 East from Murray for about 2 miles-take right on 280 for 7- miles past
Bonner's Grocery... Don't tom... straight into Panorama to stop sign-right, then
- tett - Congratolaitions - You've found •
Don McClure Grayson McClure
7-
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
It's going to be a little bit
more than your basic, run-of-
the-mill high school football
game when Trigg County
visits Holland Stadium for an 8
p.m. Friday contest with
Murray High.
This past summer. former
Trigg assistant Jimmy
"Harnbone" Harrell took over
the reigns of head football
coach at Trigg County. He
knows Murray High „like the
back of his hand. And Murray
High coach John Hine knows
Harrell the same way.
So we have brewing not only-
what Should be an outstanding
game but also a great battle
betvieen the two coaches. It
will be like two .men sitting
down at a chess board.
- "I can talk all week about
the respect I have for Jimmy
. Harrell. At one time or.
another, just, about everyone
t - - at our Learn has played .kw
him and everyone knows him.
But I'm not looking at this
-game as a 'Harrell-Hine
game. I'm looking at it like the
usual Murray High-Trigg
County game which is always
one great rivalry," Hina said.
"It just so happens he's the
head coach there and I'm the
- head coach here. It's a game
between two high school who
know each other pretty well,"
Hine added.,
"I'm looking forward tb
coming back and playing
here," Harrell said.
"We scouted Murray High
in their game with Caldwell
County and they were a dif-
---ferent club than they were
—Whin 'We se* themi Play at
Mayfield," Harrell said.
weed; Mutray High was a
different club. They played
with enthusiasm and stuck
hard on defense. And until
almotit. the 'middle of the the
- -third-period, Caldwell County
led 'only. 7-0. .4 •
_ "I'mlaPPY- with our kids'performance and the way they




75 Model-boat t;ads.in - We don't •
sides instead 61 dirdii: Several ettraS, buy now for
1,000.00.
sort of rejuvinated and made




talked more about the
possibility of winning the
game if we hadn't have broken
down in a few areas. But now,
we're looking totally at Trigg
County.
"I'm looking for an even
better game from us and of
course, we're looking for A
victory," said Hina, who has
not been in the winner's circle
since his club won 49-0 over
Fulton County back on Sep-
tember 9.
"Trigg County may-MTe- a
1-5 record but yet I consider.
'them to ke a good club, just
like I consider us to be a good
club. Sometimes your,gegerd
just doesn't tell the whole
story.
"Right now, we're- Woking
tor a 50-50 season Ind we
_certainly need to get this one
Friday. If we get a super ef-
  fort, we can turn our season
ato---uM-W Ourlig/We games.
see-a—tern- on our
remaining schedule that we
aren't capable of playing
with," Hine added.
Trigg County's only win was
a 34-6 stomping of Crittenden
loterty two,. weeks ago. .
hoping aftte  the
over Prittenden County: cameo.
Don McClure Grayson McClure _
Are p4 East from Murray for about 2 miles-take
right on 280 for 7 miles past BonneOs Grocery. . .
turn ... straight into Panorama to stop sign-





and Tom Jenkins shared the
leiti today going into the third
round of the *Awl Southern
slTexas Sectli -PGA golf-
championship.
Both fired second round six-
under-par 66s Wednesday to
give them a 36-hole total of
136.
Defending champion'
Tommy Aycock of Kingsville
fired a second round 67 and
was one stroke behind at 137.
_•_-_?_"Ifirslrieriffisictesintwiwretia&-An•terlor-isforinc-=-Sp ray-Br ush-Rol I
• In Shop, Spraying oT Yard Furniture-ShiGlidden Point-etc
Parking-Lot Striping
We Are Fully Insured
No JobT66 Lime or Too Sitia
, ,FREE
Dial 753-0839 or 753-5287
- You sift* Corife to us fora real estate '-
loan backed by your equity.
Equity is the difference between bow
much your home is worth, and what you
owe on it.
It's a valuable asset you can use to
back a really big loan. For whatever you
haye in mind. • -
- Real estate wham are ago.up. apk
So the house you bourit just a few
years-ago probably would sell for/ lpt
more than you paid.
Which means your equity is bigger.
And the bigger your equity, the
more you can borrow in a large real estate
loan. Right here. Right now.
So the equity in your house is -like
-ftione&tn your -peUket.----- • -
us We've got ynucloaii 








$2,500 $ 73.17 48 $ 3,512.16 17.80%
$3,500 $ 90.41 60 $ 5,424.60 18.80%
$5,500 $124.41 60 $ 7,464.60 12.74%
$7,500 $169.41 60 $10,164.60 1$68%
In Bel-Air Center, Murray
Phone: 753-5573
Charles Marcussen. Mgr.
that we could get something
going. I actually felt we could
play with Fort Campbell last
week. It was a 7-0 game at half
and up until the middle of the,
third quarter but so many of
our kids have to go both ways
and that just took its toll on us
later in the game," Harrell
said. The Wildcats lost 28-0 to
Fort Campbell.
. "We've been playing good
tic_IIIIE.first half. We just
-ffiven't been able to put a
_whole game together yet. But
• to be a 1-5 team, we still have a
good attitude. We've had a
really good week in practice
thus far," Harrell added.
The Wildcats are capable of
• explodhag On offense. At
-Auarterbacii is Carl Miller
while Hoston Baker is at
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The second annual "Charge
of the PAC" indoor short track
morotcycle race will take
place Sunday afternoon,
October 9, _4, the Western
Kentucky Liveificli and
Exposition Center in Murray.
Practice begins at 12:30
p.m. with the races 'starting at
2: p.m. The event is sponsored
by the Physics and 'Computer
Science Club at Murray State
University.
The race features a $500
purse and offers competition a
variety of classes, ranging
from 60 cc. to 360 cc. It will be
'organized and.run,entirely by
students from the university
departmental club, with
faculty members serving in an
advisory capacity only.
Proceeds from the race will go
toward financing scholarships
and wOrkshops in physics and
computer science.
Last year's race, the first of
its kind in this region, gained
national attention and at-
tracted 80 riders from across
the country. The , winner of
that race is currently ranked
second in the nation among
professional cycle riders.
Tickets for this year's race
are $3.00 for adults and $1.00
for children under 12. Children
under 6 will be admitted free.
Tickets may be purchased at
the door Sunday afternoon.
For more information
contact Dr. Don I'ilincan.
Department of Physics and
Computer Science at Morriw
State University by phoning
762-29,3.
thington along with Vic
'adlington will alternate at
Miller is a streak passer.
When he gets hot, he stays that
Way for a while and can really
burn you but then he •cools
down. Ricky Radford is his
favorite receiver. tie hasn't
Played since his freshman
year but he is a heck of a
player both on offense and on
defense as a *eq.
-Northingbat is our breitk-
away runner and he's our
leading ground gainer,"
Harrell said.
At Murray High,. Harrell
worked with the defense. Of
course being head coach at
Trigg County meant installing.
his own offense too so things
have been taking a little time.
"They were so used -to
playing the split-four. They'd
been using it ever since Joe
Jaggess was here as coach.
My defense has been a
complete change for them.
Bet they've come along well
FULL -POWER 40-.FEATURES!'
TRC-424 is a real bargain at .23% oft! Get all the-
regular features plus "LED" readout ; extra large I
S/RF meter,Spoise blanker, ANL, RF gain and
delta-tune. There:s only one place you can find. it-
. Radib -Shatli! 211522 —7 — •
TRC-449 delivers.40 channels on
- Akplus 40ypper. and 40. Idwef
sidebands to avoid the crowds!
Increases the effective range to
provide far more "talk power." •FIF
gain. switchable noise limiter. "LED"
readout, SSB clarifier, lighted S/RF
meter, PA with tontimious CB -
monitor. Our best AM/SSB radio —
NOW 20% OFF! 21-1562
since the first of the season.
You have ;o learn from
mistakes."
As familar asjig_ Jg with
Murray High, what does
-Harrell fear most from the
-Tigers?
"I fear their break-away
speed. I know what type of
runners Grettis Bumphis and
Thomas Kendall are. I've
been telling our kids to hold on
to them or they'll bounce off.
And Greg Garland is a big
quarterback and he won't
have any problem seeing over
our defensive line," Harrell
added.
However, how well the
Tigers can pass against Trigg
County .remain to be seen as
the Wildcat secondary is the
strong suite for Harrell.
So while the Homecoming at
Murray High is not until
another two weeks, it will
come Friday night for Jimmy
Harrell. And John Hina and
Pus Tigers will be out to spoil
Harrell's Homecoming.
DELUXE BASE/MOBILE UNIT
WITH DIGITAL ALARM_ CLOCK!
Reaiistig- TRC-455Jhps every .
wanted feature! ANL, noise
blanker, RF gain, SWR and S/RF
meters PLUS separate PA gain,
-elt-a=rune-TION THE AIR and
MODULATION _lights. Includes_
plug-in mike, mounting bracket, -
AC and DC power cables. A super
-40 charmer se l for home armt the





95 together! Full-featured 49 ch. CBRealistic TRC-471 puts it all
plus pushbutton AM-R.4 in one
• 23/4x7x6” unit 21-1592
g A TANDY COMPANY  iwerruirriritimirrgooRgecid-s
7 '







Roy ais Rip Yank's
we. w.•••
By FRED ROTHENBERG night and ,  .  .da) said McRaeWhiteyHerzog "But we're ho i 606
I •
'
niers n at-bats. Last Two of the Yankees' battle of left-handers. -
AP Sports1Vriter • • - . gm "LaM year we were terrible in still a naming ball club." —mason, in 581 at-bats, he had scariest batters, home run "Andy's pitched very well
NEW YORK (AP) - The he second half. This year we trhe man most responsible just three homers. - threats Reggie Jackson and here. He hasn't been lucky,"
Kansas City Royals, those had a terrific streak in the for the.. Royals' increased Cowens, 'who pulled his Grisig Nettles, surrendered., said Herzog.
Missouri riverboat gamblers, - second half. It '.3 better to-win. home , anelzroduction is 41 homer to left field, also beat . meekly toSplittorff. - Guidry ;said - he's ' looking
are playinga confidence game It builds your confixienet and COsvent, who has gotten out an infield single before Nettles, with 37 homers this • fprwald to tying, the series.,
that thei think will inake them - 'gVes fai loSof rif -orszeliffilis." - Herzog's vote for the AL's Mayberry's third-inning year, never pulled the ball in tonight.'
the first- American- teague Wednesday, ' they played Most Valauble Player. homer arid singled in the first. . hitt* out 10 the shortstop "List year, in the
= -:_espansSea, team to float into  - with** assuranca•ot a card , • "He's the best. defensive He made three fine plays in. thistO_WIlea. ittidtheleft fielder --thaniplonship series, alt! gar_
the World Series. .. - - -- sharii - 'Kai-4i-11si----iices, --nght-itelder in the league," right field, including one 71e--- - once. Jackson, with 32
YanKees,
CO V1OPtD& PRINTED 
Nt ROLL PER COMA to take a.1-0 edge in the best- caein 
the.- first, John
-Emig Nat- JA offiv_e_AL.n_layoffs. 
MaYhertt _IT the third off





The Royals, rolling an adding.power to their game ig said Herzog. "He batted a which he reached over the
unbelievable string of winners speed, timely -hitting - ana-Ateady 7300, had il homers and wall to rob Mickey Rivers of a
- since mid-June, continued the effective - if not spectacular more than 100 RBIs (112)." homer. .
- fun Wednestay-withaneasy 7- . pitchirg Cowens, in just his second Another confidence man in
• 2 victory over.:tha New York' • _ , . - -.full season in ,the Major the Royals' lineup-Wedneaday
• They profited from- three
homers two-run shots MTsharpies from the East Coast, •
solo blest hy Al Cowman the
• an injured shoulder and New eighth: Patek'stkernn &able
R said he doesal „Iwo his ace second luto-cia-lii-tbeóédy-york._ Azn.ger  luny_ surto 
down the third base line In the
jefthander to pitch again this nins not scored oil homers.
' year. ' Thurman Munson's tattertni
The Royals, who raced to a homer for the Yanks. was all
6,0 lead in the:third haling, ght • Use -kL East champion.s could
f7/1MbiliSMOSEIMIVI BIG 
a big lift when leadoff hatter manage before zuboine-dowd
..,.......,.
! 7-€
:. lila Temiv.., _ - %...1 %re tillbas nsv suot oil cocoa arc TrIrE
Ilit; T ) E. 7., L A RcASEATI Pi R C04.7,0.V
,,..1.....w.
Iid Slide &Movic t 1.....,, Proccssing -wt.
It; 20 EXPOSURE SLIDES NO 36 LXPOSVM._. 
fl%' Skopera of Regular 0 illowlea
Wait TifirC00000
0 "'X
01 .;11, 7Nteasori 11: 3r- 410111. 10.3
was starting and winning
pitcher Paul Splittorff, who
was 16-6 this year, including a
15-2 mark from May 20 to the
end of the season. He
teammates were, setetseokeighf-jdb, • giWihgt
homers, struck out and
popped to the shortstop,
second baseman and the left
fielder:17,2-
- Ron Guidry getsthe Yanks'
starting assignment tonight
against Andy Hassler in a
to do was pinch run," he said. •
"Now I think I can make more
of a contribution."
Then, stealing a page from
the Royals' book on positive
Thinking, the lean laft-hander
said: "Gullett's hurting. I'm
not."
leagues, said he wasn't going
to worry about the mvp
Award. He also said he wasn't
concerned that, coming from
the M1d1e1 hëiiid his
underpublichted, -despite
having the best record In
baseball.
"ThellaraWfublicity won't
keep the from 'playing-bard .
every day," Cowens said.
"But-4, winning, welt make
way to Doug Birctafter-,.nne
batter in the ninth.
"Starting the opening game, .
gave me a special feeling," _
said Splittorff. "My biggest
battle has been staying:
essive_ and maintaining - 3.0
FACTORY MIT !NWT OUTLET FACTORY
: my_ confidence. I used W beyreckti f,atek walked to open 004,930. Cowens did some changing
th 
.,vtherta ndia:: thniaiatut, seht.
e ,game and .-Hal meRae. *, We bita . ---hinnielf- year. 
moy 
in 
. situdtons r na
c.t 
Manager Y _ the 
ckanthis 
, followed widi- hame_Faa ar *said, Kansas up spot, he elabberIP













when Mdlae hit it out," said
the speedy little Patek. "We
-realized ire uuld sore off
Gullett. The adrenatineTwas-.
flowing and our confidence real To
was flowing.'' -
1118.:891tfn.e. .*ks Areafolding for_ tho ••-Hy WfbLORIMSLEY =---threwa-frem--41se 'tends* last taut tioirEirett___
June 17, when they began an AP Special Correspondent year,"-- -1Tel-tog T- said. hasn't Torgleen Yankees
amazing streak of victories Whitey Herzog looked "Somebody_ threw a plum at Manager Billy Martin for68 -
in 92 games, a winning clip of apprehensively over his me. My outfielders had sloughing off his brother, Ken,
.786. Along the way, they had shoulder as masses of trouble catching fly balls -a pitcher.
--steetehesef-24-eieWeiee-in 211o.-baseball f§as 'navel late tbelr—begmtibra.-Rere.--dodOing.-"l 'don't_ blame  - 
0+ -"'-ganiesluirt3211T36 --seats -at :•-enverAfnta• beer Caret._ _ • or Billy--Martin,-1-biameTthe
BIG "I meant it when I said; I Yankee management,"Last year, the Royals were 'Yank" stadium-
an uncertain club when they 4-11°Pa:
met the Yankees in October flashlight batteries and other- or Boston instead of New The Ftoyale tnititigifitiTch
_
• -andloatifne-AL playoffs In five boate-said-. the York-lied-nothing to do with e Fittful of„thewing tobacco
-ganies. They had lost sesegi.a_"-Tnanagerl)f thOCanSaS- ltrille"Yankees. Ws the fans. ifS° his rigid law and told beiW
Royals. 41hese7-ople. are They're crazy: They're not the he once played in the Yankees'
dangerous." - . - • Yankee feral used to know." chain and cultivated &hutting,
and fishing relationship' withThe playoff series for the -
American -League The "Hate-the•Yankees- his managerial rival, Martin.
championship was just getting- Club" has a widespread "We managed against each
started. and already Yankee membership. Down through other 23 years ago in the
fans were working themselves the years, starting witli-Babe Army," he recalled. "I was at.
into a frenzied mood. One Ruth and continuing thicTugli Fort Leonard So/WM°. ) and
could hear a rtunble like an the days of Joe-DiMaggio and Billy was at Camp Carson
-blickw,44antle,L-__ they._ have- (CP._104 _ _
• lefkat_Ws men Okpale bhie . been a symbol of success and Herzog broke in at Denver,
uniforms who rode in from the affluence. This image has di Yankees' farm, in 1955 under
West. - "'"• been enlarged by _ the free-_ Ralph Houk ansl _with such
•king signs, hand- spending -proclivities of Mr,--players as Billy - Mextin„-Den-- -
ed crudely -en white Money bags* - Geo r g-e Larsen and Balla-Terry,
s eeis, began sproutiniCoeer. Steinbrejuker. _ "Casey Stengel told me to
the rails of the upper tiers. Herzog and his have a good year and he would
The . Royals Got Bad. -haven't needed 'fany artificial give me a bat," Herzog said. '-
Brettl'iiild one, a praii " to activate-Weir neverk-„had a -good Trela
name of the Royals' star third animosity • toward- their Later I was shuffled off to-
-baseman and'1976•XL-hattiiir AmericadLeigue rivals. They. Kansas City. B-ut webad some
• -still-smart from their playoff-great times."
There was nothing very loss to the Yankees last year,
their last eight regular-season
games and 22 of their last 35.
'The- difference was like
OiffiRot Never Less Than S100.00)











Defaming enemy players and home run by Chris Chambliss
needling them with signs is in the fifth game;,.. -
traditional in ball parks Herzog harbors bitterness
everywhere - as American as over the Yankees' apparent
Kate Smith and apple pie. premature postponement of a
Was Whitey too touchy?, July 25 game at the Stadium,
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FACTO1Y OUTIET FACTORY OUTLET FACTORY OUTLET
les Buy th ree-packs of.Potarokt-Type 108 or Type 88
Polacoloi 2 fi lm at-our tow price and Polaroid win -
7-87-11"muladinu— ne""-°"-°"- -1"W‘i "  -send youe4ourtkpaelatee-except 5G postage
AP Sports Writer how they will be usecr
NEW- YORK (AP) - The and handling'
World lies gtts under way - It has takeriDon Meredith a
Tuesday and ABC, which will ,couple of weeks to-get back in
cover the .classic for the first'Rear after his much-heralded
time- ever, is still struggling return to-ABC's Monday Night
with its line-up card.. Football. Last Monday night
The network hasn't decided he hit stride with an
how many_bodioatocrowd_into _ assortment ' of hoots, down-
the booth and which bodies home chatter and pointed_
will be so honored. Keith exchanges • with Howard
JaciSon Will 'he there . to Cosell. The following took
handle- ,the__ .play-by-play_ place , 'after,,, unheralded_
Howard Cosell will be there to Kansas City linebacker Dave -• -•
do ids thing_ But Bob Uecker, Rolutnelt, from the University
the_tbirdmanou_theneteores of New Hampshire, made a
Monday Night Baseball team, jarring tackle:
...1,,,OSELL: That kid came  
-Pliababil-wh ch ts a-rillhame-bbeecantshc in from nowhere.
our humble opinion, he's the MEREDITH: No he didn't.
beat baseball man ABC Ms He 'Came frtm • . New
years. BaseballBthaowtt 
tradition 
tuisie camilaCniSEPsfririlLno. - 
w' teree'ak.-- -bat: .b'e.




participating teams to bolster MEREDITH: No •he didn't
network World Series-He came -from-- the outside
egterage. NBC has done Tor • linebacker Vet
would likeiontoesree diKtuhnion
stmnevebretharoouunghdt. that kid' would
followed and ABC apparently MEREDITH: • Well, he
is planning to do so. But there never thought you'd still be
is nothing official from the here either.
NOTICE •
, -Sti n n er01-1--M-4'W-city----d-iirarrayr Street
Vepartment, announces that the Street Department
will begin its annual leaf-pick up service for the citizens 
- of the Cit'S, of Murray effective immediately. Leaves
--should-be put in plastic bags and placed at the curb. To--
-
avail themselves of this service, residents are asked to
call 753-3790 between the haunt of 7110 A.M. and 3:30
'P.M. 
• -
eljle regular leaf machine pick up wlihrgl" n later WfU
. *2seasert and wilt be anneented by theneses media.
• t 44F?4-7,11" TN/I't




POLAROID TYRE 198 •




  I'olerooei Type 108 Polacoior 2
him fox rectangular 31-4 xitil inch
pichires. only
STORE.1.NSERT
Polaroid Type 88 film icy sabare
format pictures oniy
STORE INSERT
PRICE ACCORDING PR-ICE ACCORDING- SINGLE











Fairmont . . . a new car built for Today,
but designed for the years ahead.
Fairmont combines fuel efficiency. space
- effisieocy anck.cest effioienGy. -It'S•trirn
outside, and easy on gas, yet it's rborny
inside. Stylish, but it doesn't cost a lot.
Designed for driver efficiency. With im-
pressive ride and handling. And excel-
lent visibility all around. That's Fairmont
—a whole new-tine of better ideas.
1
4111•••••••••••=1••.-••
• Fairmont 2-Door Sedan
en
Fairmont sedans offer the best mile-
age ratings in their class. Surprisingly,
Fairmont's mileage ratings are the same
as. the.little \AA( Rabbit when both are_V
equipped with automatic transmission.
4-Speed Manual Automatic Transmission
33 MPG (Hwy) ' 33 MPG (Hwy)
- 23 MPG (City) 22 MPG (City) ..
EPA estimates with 23 Istne engine Your mileage may vary de-
pending on your car's condition, optional ettuipment, and how •
and -where you drive -Can't:orris-and Wagon ratings ere tower • --of luggage.
1978 Thunderbird.
The new Thunderbird is ready for takeoff. With all
the styling, luxury and fine engineering that you
expect in a Thunderbird? Most surprising is its doWn-
to-earffi price—even with V-8 power, automatic trans:
mission, power steering, power front disc brakes;AM-
radi92_and.more, standard.
New Granada ESS.
-Can you tell its looks froma $20,000 Mercedes-Benz
280SE? Our new ESS is styled in the tradition of
expensive sports sedans. With, special luxury inside
and exquisite touches throughout. It's the flagship of




SEE YOUR FORD DEALER FOR DETAILS,






-. style-and comfort at.
astickerprice com‘petitive with the leading imported
economy cars.
1978
- Mustang II .
Your Ford
Dealer's price news covers the T-Roof Convertible,
elegant Ghia and 3-door Hatchback. Go Mustang
and put a lot more fun in your life.
ce efficient.
P -
More than 90% orthe head
room, leg room, shoulder
room of most large cars.
Even with its excellent mileage ratings,
Fairmont is not a little car. It's 'engi-
neered to be space efficient with 90%
of the room in key .areas of most large
cars. And Fairmont's roomy trunk has a




Fairmont base sticker prices are lower
than some little economy cars li ke Toyota
Corona. Fairmont is designed to keep
scheduled maintenance costs down,
too. 20,000 miles between scheduled
engine tune-ups, 12 months or 10,000
miles between scheduled oil changes.
Compare Fairmont's excellent combi-
nation of high mileage ratings, roomi- -
ness, and low sticker price with any other
car sold in America.
New ford Fiesta.
Eurorle's most successful- new car. .. imported from
Germany. • During Ford Fiesta's first six months of
sales, it outsold every ne.wnameplate ever introduced
in Europe. Engineered to give its driver dramatic per-`
formante. With front-wheel drive. Room and comfort
for four. • •
1978 Ford LTD.
The roomy Ford that many families need. If you're
one of the millions of people who need a standard-
size car, the Ford LTD could be just the car for you.
































Every Friday Evening and
Saturday Specials (begins 4 p


















4 oz. Ribeye  $349:
B.12 on.1-Bone . • $349
-- •12 inelEansas -ffity Cut • 8111111111•11$379
17. -
Dinners include salad bar, choice of potato, and-
loaf of bread
Alttb.CatfihI-YuCshI






PUPPET SHOW—A_group fitim the Memorial BaPtist Church, pictured top photo,
directed bythetev. ton Hamptorcpresentectapuppe_uhow for grdup-of Southwest
Calloway Elementary Students, Grades Qne through five, on September 28 as a part of
the project-in conjunction with the CoitInitmiCatiOn and Creative Arts studies of the
'school Assisting with the puppets were WayneCathey,Ri_saa.Penir18a_ytissell, Nan-
cy-Cathy, Mark Cunningham, and Charlie Shaeffer. This group Irom the church has en-
tertained each weekend at one of the campgrounds or programs in the Land Between
the Lakes throughout the summer months. Some of-the numbers presented were
stories of Noah and Sampson, a version of "Beep ate)," "Rocky and Rot" and 'Ibis
Lind Is My Land". The Southwest-students, partially irictwed_beloW, expressed their-
appreciation to Mr. Hampton and hTfaiisistanfi for the program. tiomelaiim mothers
of Grade Three 8 asristing la organizing the psogram were Marie Manning, AnnertfRke,
and Brenda McC,allon.
a 1... oft




-Get in on the action!
  _ft's_tree and open to
boys andgirls ages 8-13.
l'oTilt con—I-Pete with others iniour
own age group; and if you'le_a_
winner, you may com-
pete in later levels of
Competition-even per-
haps-at Super -Bowl -XII





Stop at our dealership with votiE 
parent or guardian and sign up.
Everyone who registers
pro arid ib designed tu
prepare you for Punt,
Pass & Kick.
- .







ALCOHOLISM '- =_ -.,-
.61.11ealth c pr4sinn from .The- -.
,i. Alcohol. Drug Abuse, and Mental Hisafth Administration-
U.S. De rtment of Health, Edu ation. and-Welfare
Aork with an ill-disguised
(*.tor ot- liquor on the breath?
11111=-W-oteriett,-'-npa---11. -liaa-lhe-acr ' •
dependence on alcohol and - license been suspended ,.....f211--
leSs--.-701- ociiitrof over e.-Ohes 4lf-tvioarvahtlituttrwidtl.), ,--r--- -. --
•drittking.. This loss of control ----,.. th Has • the person had-
. may develop almost imper- • trOoble with authorities fizir
ceptibly over a long period, or , no ^logical"- reasons?
it may manifest itself almost • Has the. person been 'in.-
from the start of a person's volved in several unex-
141 I ing. - ......, _. ---15tainatne accilients Vilhoi—iTT-
' When a person continues to evidence of physical impair-
drink despite tfie fact that_ii merit?
causes serious psychological. .• Has his or her home life
physical, or social problems, .. become intolerable because of
alcoholism is developing or is
(Mar. 21 fo AP?. 20)
Some things you thought
"impossible" begin to work out
now, can be -Pushed by your--
know-how and 19igenuity. Take
the proverbial bull by the horns
- and ACT!
_TAprUR2U1Sto may
21) tangents just to relieve tedium
• porarily bored.,Don't go off on
-T--Avoid discouragement. and DO retain confidence io
Progress need not be swift as your goals and your ability to
long as it is substantial in attain them.
Foundation. Past thoroughness AQUARIUS
and creditable endeavor WILL (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
pay off - and soon. Your outlook similar to that of
Capricorn. .,Even if things slow--
down a bit, keep going!,
Prospects brightening
v. 
• __ Be as objective and unbiased inseveral areas.
PISCES_ 
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) f`
A day for .watching-and-
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Caution Should be day's
keynote. Don't create un-
necessary problems through
impulsiveness, and don't take
reckless chances.
CANCER
(June 22 to July )23 00
You will now be in com-
petition with top-flight "Weald-
and their activitiga.. You Can
hold your own, advance some.
Goa ideas and eloquent speech
will help.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) Jatg
Stellar influences somewhat
mixed, but generally on the
favorable side. You may get
unexpected help in a personal
- problem through a businest
associate.
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Double-check plans. Work out
business deals, all agreements
with sound deliberation,
ascertaining facts beforehand.
- -Attainment now • will spark._-__
more gains later.
UBRA
stSept. 24 to Oct. 23) loan
Nowt artistic touch will be
rieederLik. the. ,"bare spots?' .
And- -do be practical about
fundamentals, domestic con-
cerns, children's affairs. Don't
harbor prejudices.
SCORPIO •
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) /711,4iC'
A few flies in the ointment?
Perhaps a setback or disap-
pointment? Be as stalwart as '
your capable self is able and
you will bring in happy returns,
help to counteract opposition:- ,
your thinking as We ICale-
governed Libcan should be.




















excessive drinking or argu-
We tend to think of "tvpi-
already present. ments resulting,from drink-
-
cal'‘. alcoholic people_ As _skid 'nil' e
row inhabitants, but only 
When such signs •ar pres-
utihTree to-h-vi percent of— idrinkingn..ec:17telrhn2, I if& ri;O:1:irlais-
that category. Actually, al-
•
—alcoholic Americans are. in • ready out of control, -is head-
-  cohoIcpic_ reOretent a 
Ins that way.
cross scollop of the Nation, For More information abali
alculipl abuse arid alcohokim,en_lbracing rick ard_poor....
younj. and, old, _white-collar Icrilelb Thellarimallrist"Tire"
workers and blue-collar on "Alcohbl-Abute -arid Moo:"  .• •
holism, Box 2345, Rockville,, workers—in fact, every level
- Maryland 20852. of society. Most alcoholics are
employed and-most have fami-
lies—muctlike their neigh-
bort. Ind yelliznat chizenr 
Seldom - can you spot al-
coholic people-by their ap-
pearance. However, for those
close to a person who seems
to be more and more depend-
ent- on -alcohol in order- to-
function, there are indicators
.titet hià or her drinking Hwy 
be reaching the danger' Point.:
--for-exantplei-
0 Is, there the item-echoic
 reaction. ni pour a drink




What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To firs) out what
the stars say, read the forecast





 Frances Drake • -
FOR FRIDAY, OCTOBER 7, 1977
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov..7.3 to Dec. 21) )440
Avoid a tendency to overdo
things. Stars promise ad-
vancement if you are resout•-•
ceful and accurate, but you
MUST have a definite plan.
Don't rush into undertakings
. unprepared.- - —
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
Continue work on worthwhile
projects even if you are tern-
waiting, yet it calls for action
aufficient enough to keep you
from getting bogged down with
doubts or indecisiveness.
Routine matte's will fare best.
„
YOU BORN TODAY are
gifted with foresight, intuition
and unustiatittiStry..7irsii; OW--
versatility is outstanding, and
you could succeed in a wide
variety of fields, ranging from
the arts and the professions to
high levela of busTness and
industry. It is often up to YOUR
know-how to coordinate your
many talents with those of
associates in order to produce
top attainment for all. You are
endowed with histrionic ability,
a strong sense of pride, fair-
mindedness, amiability and
industriousness. Curb emotions.
OPEN FRIDAY NIGHTS TIL 8:00 P.M.
12 ‘•• 1'1111 11,
1 deep (Denim& 
Khaki)
Reg. $22 $1250Jeans
753-5273 ' • Has getting drunk be-. 
coMea regn •
•  It there a record Of mis-
sing work because of drink-
ing or regular attendance at
Men's Long Sleeve
- Dress Shirts .
 *Gant- **err Heusen-*Oxford





1 Sale ItemsFriday &_Saturday Only
Open Fridly Nights 'Tit 8 P.M.
Nptar Paris-, Tem 642-2151
1 Rack
Suits







*organ, Tref-a-than & Gunn, Inc.
INSURANCE—BONDS—REAL ESTATE-188 E. 12Th ST., BENTON
Now Has A Local IV-umber
FOR THE RESIDENTS OF MURRAY, em.LoWAY DIMWIT AND AURORA












FRIDAY & SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1 &


































PAGE 11 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER IL TIMES, llwrsday, Mate 6, 1977
Let's Stay Well
Heart Disease Declining
MA Cause Of Death
Blasingawg. MD.
0. Mr. H. S. writes to ask
trig_ tiisal _deaths..
from heart disease are ac-
tually on the _decrease as
he has seen reported in
several articles during re-
cent months. ,
If so, we want to —know
what has brought about
such a reduction and what
can the average person do
to improve his chances of
avoiding a heart attack.
-y•-• It. Deaths from heart
disease have dropped sig-
• nificantly since...I.975.,, This
favorable turn of events in
.-11xis„a1oct common cause of
death was confirmed in a
report given at a National
Heart, Lung and Blood In-
-stitute conference.
The drcit in fatal héirt
disease is probably the re-
suit of a number of related
' factors.
Studies show that the
cholesterol level in the
blood of the average Arper-
icanlias dropped 5 to 10 per
cent since the early 1060's,.
according - to Science
News'. This drop has proba-
bly had a long-range effect
mat ,now becoming appar7..
• - - -
Foods which contribute
to high blood cholesterol
are less commonly eaten
or 'eaten in smaller
Imore_Anieri.
cansthan in former yeati,- -
particularly foods from m-
ime' sources. Foods from'
- Plias, free of -Cholesterol,
, now make up a greater'
aofinore citizatue- plant Tiffitershoot
their diets and habits more
readily than other persons
and have benefited more
from having-done so.
Information about the
risk factors need to be
more widely understood. A
.less stressful lifestyle,
exercise, redtktion of to-
bacco smoking; and -a
proper diet appear to co -
tribute to a lower death
rate from heart disease.
The program for early
detection of high blood
--W--pressure --the -gatiarit
population (23 million have
--the disease and need man=
—agiment1 and medicines,
- now effective Ili controlling
most Cases, delay heart
damage from this major
_ zause. Additional gains
...can be expected hi lessen-
ing early - deaths from.
heart disease whew more




train laymen to giveemer-
gency care to heart attack
victims. In this way, many
victims are helped to sur-
_vive who might otherwise
- die before" reaching a hos-
pital and -receiving expert -
professional care.
More health education
and prevention promise to.
bring an added. reduction
in death's from heart dis-
- ease. _ •
4iet-s•
MI11% persons are regu-
larly exercising either in
deliberate programs -such
as jogging, • or. hi work
- which requires physical
activity. Strenuous physi-
-gal. labor bal.& beneficial.
effect -in lowering choles-




-lag jobs have modified
START.LISMO
- WEIGNIT TOUT .
The hardest part oi losing weight
le getting started. few mem will
give your will power that extra push
It needs to dart losing weight today .
Begin with this amazing tiny
tablet You'll eat less — turn food
asol access fat into burned-up energy
MAW at extra weight as you follow
the Plan.
Simple and effective, the saw
soma Reducing Plan will enable
you to lase pounds and inches
without getting nervous.
To lose water bloat and puffiness
during the pre-rnenstrual cycle try
Nam "A Natural Water Pill". Both
sold with money bock guarantee.
divans DMA IM Lii !MOPPING altrUt
SAIMMIll IS. MOPPING Cart. - MAR N-
NW MID
A Turkey Sheet-will be held-
at Jackson Purchase Gan Club-
on Saturday and Sunday,
October .8 andt sponsored by
the East Calloway
Elementary_ Parent-Teacher
diThe 'shoot if -
nine a.m. on Saturday and at -
twelve noon on Sunday.. ---
Refreshments
.and a ham raffle will. beheld -
each day. Raffle, tickets are
available from all East
students. .
_ Final plans were made at -
the last meeting of the East
- (Frosty) Miller
• issued a thank you to all
• . persons who helped in the
erection of the East
Elementary sign in front of
the school.
Tlie'neirt PTC .theeting- is
scheduled for Thursday,
October 27. This will be a short
meeting and then PTC parents
• will assist the school staff to
set up for the East Fall
Festival to be held the next
evening; Priinti, October 28,
at sise.p.m: • ••• -
You get 2 pieces of
delicious fish filet,
plenty of crisp french fries,





11TH AND OLIVE 150383
•
1407 V1,.MAIN. PHONE 753-4681 Specials G°611' 
We Reserve The Right To limit Quantities


































PRODUCE SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
Lb 8og---








Whote 7 9 tb Avg 880
OUIDER
 7"•Koms smort-..romorminor-9041ELIY t.,
l',I•- Where Dining is





, _ Up to 150
206 East Main • 753-8194
We're Be-h-ind You All The Way'







Lynn Grove Grade "A" Large ,
gs
5 With 510.00 Order Or More
Price Good thru Wed. Oct. 12
Parker's Super Mkt. --- i
•.Doi4itaitinlikappingCenter - -
•













PUSHING- AHEAD is what Thomas Kendall is doint-haas-aadifsa_tikvalsat the Tigers will tryTkillo-f-MAy-nA-iniont they intetreign _
County. MuirWafbre Out to snap a three-game losing streak when they meet the Wildcats in the 8 p. an. contaSEItelping btorillWiWatt •
the right Me tdireildall is Tiger tackle Zach lona-
COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT for Cars, Tracks I Tractors
— RADIATORS REPAIRED —
COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP
rLargo Stock of Foreign Car Parts VW • DATUM • TOYOTA








---Since 1937— . .
d  Mat_
  Meath-11
LEI US ENTERTAIN YOU
THE MURRAY THEATRES
pllac e__FAMILY RESTAURANT 'Open 24,Jmurs a day, Every Day!
HAND DIPPED ICE CREAM SUNDAES & SHAKES
Famous For Charbroiled -Steaks' and Seafood Dinners
Sandwiches 8 Platters
5 Points • Murray Ky. -
BREAKFAST
SERVED I I 00 PM 00 A M





































in person to Walt
Parkins, Paschall
Truck Lines, on Satur-
day Oct. 8, between 8











eittlr part or _full
employee. Call in person _
at Paul Winslo.ws,










ply in writing to P.O._
Box 32D Murray,Xy.
$ 2 0 _ W'r.E K L
POSSIBLE -stuff





WANTED - GROUP TO
collect old newspapers
for profit. Call 527-8927.
GROW EARTHWORMS




or call Mr. James.
collect 303 i-778-1026.
WE BUY used trailers.




SNOW TIRES and wheels
for late. model • 3(4 ton
-Chevy pickup. qui 7537:
6773,-
GOOD . USED mobile
57437. Mines. Call 1-527-8322.
REALESTATIIIELP -
We are in need'cil Rear Estate
Brokers and Salespeople, in'aUding. man and
wife team, in any town orVillage ift Ky. or Tenn.
up to 100 miles frorn.Paris l'.*_4141.:We will help
you get started:Coyne, Call-or Wite ow home of-
.• Heel. H. Austin. Setatigemet teal Estate, Ibex 233.
Chwiriville, Tenn. 37040. Office in stone building
ir=7-4itihiarket Street, 41.A and 79 Highway. Call (615)
.:A59.6831. •
Hwy. 94 East 1 Mile Out
0- Now Has In Stock
• - -LOMBARD 
Chain Saws and Saw Chain
TE,Tri R engan Prup
Through Wednesday
aded Glory 8 Mole. Full line of th
ictlest styled jeans, vests, shirts,
jackets' & coats (Coming soon
. Try Our Amencon ladles Boss
• 8 Apache
/Use of shoes Wesjuns
Fepturing the .f Pap‘oe-foreh-ReNee-
Reg 36 00
dCrepe Sole
Tell us that you read this
ad in the newspaper
and we'll give you..
Including Male & Faded Glory
This Special Also Includes
Overalls- 4 Styles
in Re ulat & styles
AS OF OCTOBER 3, 11T7,
I Richard Arnold, will
not be responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Richard C. Arnold
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis





Reseed, rooky to ow. Or bey • 11-11•4141 mad Sere. Complete rod
reeiy to essmoins lxi ap to 24160 stermient. Issi will prone any die
iteeded. Shop Ho rest tiro come te Custom Bent and bey tb• best
for less.




































--•24 Ski 22 Parentill --•
I26 Mother Of (coital
Apollo • 23 Once more
28 Time gone 24 River island





















































'PROVERBS Id: 12 'There
is a way. which seemeth
right unkra- man; but
the end thereof are the
ways of death." Are you
sure your right, or does
It just seem right? To
- make sure you are right,
read God's instruction
manual The Holy Bible, _
and be %ire. Don't wait -
















42 Re'f"rr . tatitt--tyrant
43 Lustful bsest. •  1531Il52
44
45 Also • Walt! 153-9332
47 Beverage




Care . . . . : 153-692f .
Posies . . 753-75W
Seniortlitses . 753-0429
Needrine . . 153-NEED





bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x lU $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
ho.neowr,.rs in the gen.
tool WOO wilt be given the
opportunity of having new
DuPont Tedlar Houp Sidin
• to their home with
(*Homo decorative work at
o very IOW COSt
Premium 30 Siding hes a non
t rated - Transferable - 40
ear Guarantee This amaz-
ing ,new product has cop.
lured the interest of home-
owners throughout the
United States who are fed
up with constant pointing
and other maintenance
costs. It wiff.Taiii you a life
time ond provides full in-
sulation summer and win-
ter, as well as fire protec-
tion. Our new product C011
be used over every type of
horn*, including frame, con-
crete block, asbestos. stuc-
co. etc. It comes in a chicnce
of colors and is now going to
be introduced to the caboway
-co. area. Your home
con be o show place in the
County ond we will make it
worth your while if we con
use your home for odvertis•
in9. For on az;tment.












design. Sintinie nt al
value. Reward. Call 762-
3826.
SOMEONE TO babysit in
my home. References, 3
day week. Call 753-4562.
ATTENTION GIRLS -








combine 50 acres of soy
beans. Located 3L2 miles
east of Hazel on state
line road. Puryear 247-
-- 5235 before 12 noon.
MANAGER CO-OWNER
Soak Drive It, Murray,
) Ky. Prefer fain% man.
ba*.f. s=l6riYasiL::
-Piaa--•afpos,
---,sharing. Must, be ex-
-references,. and willing









Major- - corporation- -
Kentucky. Call .for
appointment only, 753-
and manager. Not door
to door selling. Part
time, $75 week, and up.
Full time $200 week, and
up. Car necessary. For
interviews send number




catalog sales kit. 40 per
cent profit Sell Lisa
Jewelry. No parties.
Call toll free 800-631-1258
ext. 101.
BABYSITtER WANTED
to keep 4 year ektiminv
home from 8 a. m. till
, noon. Five days a week.










help. Mt .1e-18 or
older. Must be able to
work on weekends.
Apply in person-billy!
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioners. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
SALE ELECTRIC heater,




heavy lined, 24" x 42",





16' $18.101, 20' $24.88, 24'
$32.88. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris,




SALE CLUB alumintun, 8




chtiome 8"- center, -
$11.99. Washe.ritts tYPei,












FIREWOOD TO BE ' -







Ventilated rib - $195.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventilaged
rib -$175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.
• 1977-36' Silver Queen,
225_ hp engine,' Stern-
drive, white with blue
contrast stripe, crown-
head, in stock. Brand






sleeps .6, OMC Stern-
drive. List $21,000
plus. Priced now at
$15,750.
1977-45' Captain's
Craft, 12 wide., A real
attractive boat. Has 5'
extension on rear
deck, makes it 50'
overall. 190 hp OMC
Sterndrive, tub &
shower. Must see to
believe! Now for only
$21,500.
Brand new 1976 loaded
Silver Queen, 36' with
twin, 225 hp Volvo's,
6,500 watts generator,
air, heat, cuddy cabin,
shower, the works.
List approx. $30,000,
now for only $22,500.
It's for real at this
money.
1977 Captain's Craft,
53x13', she's a big gal,
pretty too! 190 hp OMC
Sterndrive, extra deep
hull, wet bar, tub &
shower. Priced for




than you are • being
asked for used boats.
Grab yourself one
+now: Only remaining




Ward freezer, 12 cu. ft. 5
months old, $200. Call
753-9240 after 8.
1-10X151WAIA.46Edi
black walnut bar or
linen chest. It is 40"
long, .18" wide, 39"
hight. Price $350. Call
Mrs. Mabel Pierey,
• 0183. •




 'COUCH NEUTRAL color,
WOODEN -Contemporary style,
Excellent condition. Call good condition. Hotpoint
753-0089 after 4. Deluxe range with
HILL ONIONS for* sale. Pertain- Priced cheep.
--Luther--Parkei:435-61.& Call- 753-7593. -
- -
.Full-Size BSft Record Changer*
.Front-Panel Stereophone Jack
(Outputs For Main And Extension Speakers
(Automatic Stereo Switching ----
•Automatic And Manual Program Chlinge
.11Iurninated Program Indicators
.Walnut Finish Wood Cabinet
*Dust Cover Included
se Our Lay-Away'
Folks, once again its time to start laying
away merchandise for Christmas such as
stereos, tape players and TV's. Be assured of
service, buy fannv a-servicing dealer;--enewk
has a service department in the store, get the
full benefit and use of your-unit.
OntV Authorized Craig Service-
Dept. in this area
T.V. Service














and service. Call Xony
ZilontgornerY, • 7534760
day or night. .
19. Farm Equipment
r.73
_ 1 165 -MF, diesel, 4
speed, WOO hours 316 UI.
plows, 10 foot Burch






dition. $7,000. Call 1-898-
3429.
1950 ALLIS CHALMER
Tractor, 275. Call 474-
2332_ -
SALE BALER twine, 9000
feet premium quality,
guaranteed, $10.99• per •
- bale. Wallin Hardware,
Paris.
BRAND NEW ITHACA 12















Avoid Gutty Nom Spain
Ketit's Termite-
& Pest Control_
Ilene owned end foamed rm. IP
Vows t• nign'eny nenerect mid job
tinkled.















SALE CHAIN saw chains
or 404 pitch to fit 12"
'Par;$8.95..16" bar, $9.95,
:20" bar $10. 95, 24" bar
;12.95. We also have
bargain in sprockets arid
bars to fit most chain
.saws. Wallin Hardware,
, •
1967 FORD 1 ton, John




and 1) edger trimmer, B
- and D_ hedger, 250 ft.
electrical cord, 40 gallon
-trastr--cart, sprayer',




made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
• _a_11 niattresses., 
Healthopedic or foam.









We will give you $50
1100 or up- i 1150 foi
you old T.V.
Choose Magnavox color.
T.V. and we will give you
this for your old TN.
Loy mothir astmeflts
with old - T.V. as down
payment. Come in and see




Owdeat St., Altrvey, Ey.
31. Apartments For Rent
'DUPLEX ftir rent, 2
bedroom, carpeted,.
dishwasher, refri-










heat and air, private
deck. Call 753-7550..
PERSON 'TO SHARE 2
bedroom ipartment.





carpeting and lots- of
closets. Can be seen at
Osiens 'food Market:, a
.1407W. Maio.
33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS with









Like new. Also 1974
Honda CR 125. Call 753-
4443.
27 Mobile Home Sales
ALL ELECTRIC 12 x 53 -
2 bedroom mobile home:
Central heat, window air
conditioner; kitchen and
living room carpeted. •






1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom,- 2 baths„






. BEDROOM trailer for--
sale. Conrad Heights
Subdivision Highway
281, Murray, Ky. Call
502-388-2430 after 4:30 p.
m.
28. Heating & Cooling




29. Mooite home Rentals
TWO BEDROOM trailer




Sites, all densities! Cut
in your specs. West Ky.




1; center, $12.99.astrerless type $27.95.
  - 'Wallin Hardware, Paris.
SESTOVE pipe, 99
vents. Chain saw files.
All sites 79 cents each.



















area about 15 miles from





36 For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
. rent, pasture land also
available. Gail- Mike °
Brannack 753-8850'
between 8 and 5.















October 7 and 1.
Apartment behind J. H.
Churchill Funeral




YARD SALE Friday 8-5,
Saturday 8-3:30. Three
miles out oftown on 121
Soath, 3rd road to right,
Neale Road, 5th house
on..right. Girl&cLqtbeg,_










Saturday, October 7 and
8. 7-5. Meadow Green
Acres, 121 South, Adult
and childrens clothing,










Four Family Yard Sale.
Saturday, pctober 8.




List Your Property With us








serve you. Your interest
and desire are our
:primary .concern.When




JUST LISTED - Income
property - story
frame home located
near UniageraitY- • • 2
apartments. . one
currently leased. . .
Move in and let the





• _South, 3rd road Wright




SATURDAY RUMMAGE Friday 9-6.-Medye Lane
- SALE inside Bargain .
Barn, 13th and Main, 
books, filmstrip
projeCtors, toys, quilt
9:30-4 p. m. New Mei- tops, clothes, etc.
pensive merchandise.




16th Street. 11-? jelomem
- clothes, shoes, Pictutes,
chairi; coffeelabie, end
'tables, CB antenna, all
good, priced cheap.
GARAGE SALE,
Saturday October 8. 214
Woodlavin. Boots,
clothes, glass, wicker,
TV tennis game, office
equipment, furniture,
couch and chair, various
items.
,JUST,.. LISTED Older
- frame home located on
114 acres in the heart of
• Murray. 3 Large
bedrooms hardwood
floors, electric heat. . . •




YARD SALE two eTeafic




HORSE "AND SADDLE GARAGE SALE,-
...4450-CalLA16-a5.366,..aft.er _Saturday,- „October' a, .
5:00. 1977. Rain or shine. Off
38. Pets Supplies
DOBERMAN PUPS; Afa"



















clothes, teoLi. 108N, 7fti,
9-1. tn. to Lp. m.
Saturday, October 8.
the New Concord high-







puppiesTWO BEDROOM Call 753-4917.
MOBILE home. Call 753- 
DOBERMAN pups, AKC
Champion blJod lines




mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts..
Call '753-3290.
30 Business Rentals
BEAUTY SHOP 5 dryers,





Sale. October 8. a. m.







like haying a party line







bean.pot, jugs, oil stove
and 'electric stove,, one
mile /ram -Don and
Donnell Grocery on -
Pottertown Road. Also






BIG KY. LAKE lot with
good trailer. Very close
ts) the water and near
Paris Landing, Move in





tract, located 5 miles
Southbf Murray on West*
















• storage..Call or tome by




October 7 on Highway
lal South, 6th house past
Todds Body Shop. 9-6.





YARD  SAI.F. All lin&
clothes for boys, girls,
men and ladies. Other-




through Friday 8 to 8 1/2










IN 1 Acres, 18 miles from
Paris Landing and near
Lake 13ark1ey. Price




45 Farms For Sale
TWO -15 ACRE mini
farms, many excellent
building sites. Call 436-
5574.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER-3
frame home, 31M'rent:
Call 753-0170 before 5 p.
in. •
:TO ,BROOM .frarqe
----house next -to campus.













• small business such as
an.tique frshop,
professional offices, or
retail outlet. Located at
corner-of North 5th and
Chestnut Streets. Shown
by appointroe.at only, so
phone us today at
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222. We would love
to show you this choice
aroPertY-
South 12th at .syconsorrs,
;TELEPHONE 75.31001
SIX ROOM HOME on 2
acres. Very lovely and -
fertile land, good for
pasture and gardening
Ylenfy outbuildings.





„1. H. Austin, Southland
-Real Estate,,
Clarksville, 616-5524831.
dows. Can be bought
worth the money. Call
• Wilson Ins. - neat
Estate .753-3263 anytime.
REDUCED $5,508 - Few
settings can rival -this
with the towering shade
trees and beautifully
landscaped yard. Over
ALL ,this 3 









at 19 a.m. and 2 p.m. Rain or Shia.
Saturday, October II at 10 a.m. at the Loma
Garland home, 1 mile southeast of Earl Lee's
Grocery. Teke they. 94 East from Murray to Earl
Lee's Grocery, turn right; go to first crossroad
and tans nest sale at first house on left.
Will sell: livingroom snit, stove, refrigerator
(frost-free), tin roofing, lawn furniture, drop leaf ,
table, desk chair, 2 barstools, chest of drawers,_
porch swingonilk cans, washing machine, TV
child' rocker, odd tables and lamps, 50 weed--,
posts:wood stove, iron bed, roll wire.
ANTIQUES: Good sieellire wagon, irliiieness;
horse drawn equipment, stone jug, old pie safe,
trunk, rocking chairs, wash kettle, -treadle •
sewing machine, old buffet. with claw feet._
wicker baskets, horse collars, feather beds, nice
INVIkITMENT , 
NEAR THE LAKE - 1.38 PORTUNITY - Brick
acres, two buildings, duplex with each unit
Gas heat, storm win- havMg '2 bedrooms
located only 4 . miles
from Murray. This
property offers a gOoti
return on investment
and owner would con-
sider financing. Priced
to sell fast! Low 20's.
Phone KOPPERUD '
REALTY, 753-1222 for
- friendly, courteous real -
__estate-service_
--LAKE PROPERTY - 2
bedroom home in Pine
Bluff Shores. Home is
situated on waterfront
lot with lovely view of
Kentucky Lake. Priced
at only $17,900! Don't
delay - phone us today
on this fine property -
KOPPERUD REALTY;
753-1232. We provide the
full range of Real Estate
Service.




and lots of charm
located near Kentucky
Lake. This new listing is
an unusual opportunity
for the home buyer who
*ants something dif-




oak dresser base, bean pot, 2 tea kettles, misc.
hand tools and grab boxes. This is a good two
party sale so come and be with us. Refreshments
available.
Saterday, October II at 2 p.m.. at Ike. Edith
tokiesa hooka! 211111 South 0th Murray, Ky.
Will Tell: lawn chairs, several tables and
chairs, lamps,living Mom suit, platform rocker,
Metal wardrobe, elec. fan.
ANTIQUES: Goose neck rocker, treadle,
sewing machine, glass door _pie .safe, oak
dresser, poster bed, antique radii', quilts, ,
washstand, large dining table, iron skiliets3hand -
tools,
Detailed announcements day of sale, not
responsible for accidents. For all your auction
needs and information call











tic tank; utility pole.
 CALL 753-010
SHADY ADDRESS
Rarnblin' Ranch set on corner lot. Three beclimmi have
centrally located near schools and shopping center. The
ifereplace and screened porch makes for comfertable
year-rdond livinid Can today...
After Mout:
Loretta lobs - 753-6071 al Payne -,s,-r,'
Helen Spann - 753-8579 Ilrgeleta Jones - 733-80641
mons' 
-FQR-g1.414 DIYNER
-4 bedfoom brick borne
on 1 and one-third acre
wooded lot, spacious
closets, large living
room With gas' fireplace,
den or can be used for
bedroom downstairs,
dining roam,- -kitdsen,
built-in stove and dish-
washer, 2 car garage,
and large patio. - Price
lowered for quick sale.
1307 Doran Rd. Call 753-
1338 or 759-1165.
THREE BEDROOM




home, 41/2 miles out 121




TIRE SALE: Truck load,
4 ply polyester white
wall premium grade. 12-





+ $1.74 FET; C78x13"
$18.94 + $1.94 FET;
E78x14" + $2.304 FET;
F78x14" 121.15 + $2.44
.1FruETI; v7127847234 +or 1"5_15"
$22.38 + $2.60 FET;
















extras. $8900. Call 1442-
1322 after S.
COLLECTOR- CARS for
sale. 1960 T-Bird, 2 door
hardtop, original fine
car, fully equipped, with
air, baby blue, $2,500.
1966 T-Bird Town
Landau 3 window coupe,
rare car, all original,
fully equipped with ;
__leather interior. MOO. •
Prices are firm. Seellitib
Cook, Hazel, -Ky.--
Saturdays only. No ,
phone cills.
1957 DODGE 2 ton truck
with grain bed. Call 527-
9729.
'  . 
1972 FORD PICKUP V4
automatic, excellent
mechanically. $900 or
best offer. Call 436-Z27 -
between 9 and 6 p.m.
,
1976 QATSUN.
red, AM-FM tape, 10,000
miles. Wheels. Call 753-
1820 after 5.
SALE Op.. filter, $1.49, air 1977-y-GREMLIN X ex-
later, $1.011 t9 fit 1310,11 .c.ellgOt. condition .AM
American or import - FM radio. Good gas '
cars. Wallin Hardware, mileage. $2890. Call 753- ---
Paris. 7323.
INCOME PROPERTY
820S. ilth Street has 3 apartmentaleachwithbath._
Double garage and on extra deep lot. Good in-
come and well located. House is in good state of
repair. Calrfor appointment.
Spann R
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
901 Sycamore Street PhOne 753-7724
Member of Multiple listings
Guy Spann, 753-2587 Louise Raker, 753-2401-




We have buyers now for
.Nice homes with acreage
•Vacant land 
•Homes selling in the teens
*Homes selling from $20,000 to $30,000
•Homes up to $40,000
.4 bedroom home
If you have any of the above and will sell,
call as at 753-16.51











































_o1 hausc FREE. Install
-all types of carpet and












vloYINNI duos carpets Fav.
EASILY-
38 pound portable power-
house does all the work
EFFECTIVELY -
cleans, rinses and vacuurn
out deep down dirt and




a fraction of the cost•






























FREE: Six week old male
kitten. Very sweet and
playful. Will make an
ideal pet. Call 753-4783.
FREE FOUK Kittens Aqui
no tails. Call 753-9664.
71 Acre Many County Farm
3 Bedroom, 2 Bath Brick Nome
Selling In Two Tracts _
9 Miles From Parisi-aiding - -
Farm Machinery - Personal Properly
_ Sat. 11;004.m. Oct. Mk
Fritm-Nailiville take I-40 West to Camden-Holla
Exit, Highway 69, go North on Highway 69 to Pa
take Hiehwav 79 out of Paris approx. 5 miles to
Sally Lanes Candies in the India Community, turn
left on Shady Grove Rd. Follow signs Co sale on Old
Cow Path Rd. or take 79 our of Clarksville to India,
turn right,-follow signs to sale. •--
TRACT 1,11.6 acres & 3 ,bedroom, 2 bath
home with 1460 sq. ft. living area with, central neat
and air. There is" a sprint fed-creek on this_tract.
-Aldo irnprovedwith loghouse &barrr, fenced for cat-
tle & hoes. -
TRACT 2-Contains -20 acres, with 17.3 acres.
cleared, presently sowed down in soybeans, balance
in timber. There is a well on this tract. (POI:farm
has one acre darkfire tobacco base). .
Farm equipment to be sold: 165 Massey Ferguson-
tractor (G95), MF 3 bottom plow, MF 7' Pickup
disc, 2 row cultivator, 3 pt. hitch rotary hoe, some
horse drawn equipment, 12 rolls hay, hand tools;
ponyisaddle, some furniture.
TERMS: Real Estate - Cas 10% day of sale, balance
with deed. Personal Property - Cash dly of sale-S23.00 Fn• 211411inii
• - Bob Holy aueffwewkeer tie. 785, TN & KT
Member Tenn end Nat'l Aerefiempars, 11611-7000
HARVEST HAPPY •
-24 In this beautiful like new 3 bedroom, 2 bath hOtnea-
in exclusive neighborhood. Home is ext emely
attractive and tastefully decorated and we would
love to show it to you. Priced reduced 'to
48,500.00.
Move into this lovely home only four miles from
Murray_ Enjoy the benefits of country living in
this-nicely decorated, 3 bedroom, 2 bath home.
There is a sunken living room, formal dining
area, eat-in kitchen with all gold appliances.
Brick outside storage building and electric
garage door. Large lot.
COMFORT FOR SALE
Located only '7 block from the university on
lovely tree-lined boulevard. Home has recently
been redecorated and backyard has large gar-
den area. This is an unequalled housing op-
portunity so better act fast! Priced in mid 201s.
If you want to sell your home or other
property give us a call at 753-1222.
Everything we touch turns to Well
AUTUMN BRIGHT
This neiv listing sparkles inside and out. Lots of
house for the money with this 4 bedroom. 2 bath
home on large lot, only minutes from Murray
City limits. Beautiful yard withieneed area for
hOrtes. Prices in the 30's
Evenings Call:
George Gallagher. . . 753-8129
Harry Patterson . . . 492-8302
Geri Andersen  753-7932
REALTOR(' Bill Kopperud  753-1222
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49 Used Cars & Trucks
MO DODGE Challenger,
$1000. Call 753-0464.
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering., air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 5274273 after .4:Q0.
1973 PINTO WAgON,
automatfe„ Air con-
dition, radial - tires,
$1430.:1966 Chevrolet
' Ndtra; +. cylinder,
• autorriatie,-low mileage,
one owner, 3795. Call
1977 FIREBIRD Formula
Glazer blue, blue
tenor, AM-FM stereo, 8




. COUGAR. Red with red 
• top and wfifti- iptagior,
Air. Like nest unitlfdati.
Call 436-2215.
1971 MONTE:CARLO 350 
Auton-it-inc. BUrnt
• Orange with black vinyl
-tsp. Factory wheels,
AM-FM tape deck and
- tilt wheel, 54,008- -actual
miles. $120.00. Call 354-
6217. 753-7948.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
WILL SELL OR TRADE
for nice pickup truck.
Nice t door 1957 Chevy,
aliq 1955 Chevy 2 door
hardtop. CaH after 5,
753-7382. -
49 Used Cars & Trucks
FOR RENT- New
economy car, full-size
auto, pickup or. la
passenger van. Murray
Leasing. Inc. - 753-1372
7--'1f7S-11A17-311N stetion •
' wagon, low mileage, air
conditioner, also 1971
Kawasaki 100 trail bike,
cheap. Call 753-5142 or
753-3050 after 5 p. m.
1971 ele DATSUN sedan.
Call 753-7262.
1975 TRIUMPH. Spitfire 1973 CHEVROLET
• • racint &green, - mint- Gheyene Super.
condition, low mileage. • 10. .Long wheel base,
Cal1-'753-990L Power steering and
  brakes, air . and UR
1978 GRAND .r1RIX, AM- wheel. Red with black
FM stereo tape. PWei- interior. Radial.' tires.
steering, air condition. Transmission needs
 Brand new tires. Call -- work. Call 354-6206-after-
---e753-4331. p. m.
Sat. Oct. the 8th
10 a.m. at the Lee Rodgers Home 1/2
mi. east of Graves Co. line on. Hwy..
- 
Will.sen lot of ,..eZtra nice furniture, ap-
pliances, antique, tools, tractor, grass, china
and lots more, DIrinette set, nietetruch, hida bed,
- OCcailionid -chairs; all like new, refrigerator,
stereo: pecan coffee and end tables, maple coffee
table,22rifle, toys; pool table, coo coo clock, pic- .
ture frames; clothes dryer, filing eilinets, AM-
FM radio, quilt tops, sharp 1962 - 601 Ford trac-
tor, Craftsman table saw, Rockwell jointer, grin-
der, saber saw, drill, full kit of carpenter tools.
Lpts more carpenter *mend hand tools, fence _
•-charter,-Iumber, rugs, carpet, hits of -grab
..beiM041(11-sheff.SKId items Rot listed. .
.foriolannat4ea-e_
THE OLD SOUTH 
e and well hi this colonial 4 ballroom home
and 100 acres just listed. Home was completely
renovated 3 years ago and has lovely brick
fireplace in large kitchen/den, 2 baths and lots of
- space throughout, Acreage is all fenced, good
tobacco barn, stock barn, stable and other out-
buildings A rare opportunity to own that country
estate you've always dreamed of.
Call on any of our courteous Sales Aisociates. Our




17,500 miles. Only in-
terested parties call.
Call 753-8345. " IbA°
1974 LINCOLN MARK IV.
Call 753.4445.
BUICK ELECTRAS 1973
and 1975 both in ex-
--cellent-ccindition. "Call
e ,;77by U•s•torl Fatitkole Srscbcato




patio awnings and roofs
àji *bite lir ;silver.
,iW






124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. _Call 522-8507,-- 
'INSULATION SAVES







FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor_
at 753-2310 for, free





4w rguaranteed.tIe.   
Morgan 
 _ n e Cd a  lyl or
  or
Con-
struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
night 442-7026. -
51 Serves ()lived
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or Ian cleared of 7
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to _ 24!'.
- -beneath ground:JAW-es-
only sawdust and chips.
,Call for free'estimate,
- Steve-Shaw; 753-9496 or






LIC E N S E D -E I../C- jumic individual_ Am _
MATURE1------E-S1-1014-
- -
71i1cLUCI-n31-04---411---Embicsit in your lionie onstallation---will - do - . weekends.- Referencesplumbing, -heating, and
7203.
sewer cleaning. Ca11.753- 
Iaufrt:irsheds vin. Call. 259-1241
FOR YOUR septic tank
needs:- Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
LanL_Phi)ne 753-8669 cr-- --•C AR PET IN-436--zaabor 436-5348
WILL HAUL HAVING TROUBLE
-DRIVEWAY gravel or
-decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
• Roger Hodson, 753.4545.
CAMPER TO Fri smau PAINTING, INTERIOR,pickup, Datsun, Luv etc. exterior. Also dry wall
Cali 7534820 after 5. finishing. 10 years ex-
• perience: Call 436-2563,
W.HITE_S CA M.P.EK____ .Ralph -
_ SAL'ES__ • a utharized 
-151.--traft dealerlorloth youNGsmoys
travel trailer% and fold • - • goonNc„. commercial
downs- 191117_models - -aod resideiittal. Colleral
arriving: We service-- jiinj' 10
w
selection of used • after p. m.
_ 
hat • we sell. ‘ Good---
campers. Bank finan- 
expel-0We Call. 759-1524
cult Located
4 miles East of Murray




JIMS CUTpOld Picture- ELECTRIC wilt-rait-
Framing. 1516 Can- -home and industrial air
terbury Drive, dr eonditro--ning, a nil
SherwinWilliams Stare:-' reyrigerywaa, ;heating.
1015er cent off all k 10- Call 4744641:
school Pictures-  •,
1975 GRAND 111jx-r600 ,CTRICAL WIRING -
et. Double power and- befficor industrial. Can
air. 
New tires Call 753- Charles Cooksey after 6
9507.
NEW LISTING
Three bedroom brick charmer on beautiful
wooded lot near the university . Owners being
transferred and want a quick sale. Home has
economic gas heating, fireplace in living room,
fenced backyard and much more. Priced to sell
fast. 20's
UNIQUE COMBINATION OF RESIDENTIAL AND BUSINESS PROPERTIES.
Ideal home offering Early American charm with wood beamed ceilings, large_
stone fireplace, beautiful paneling and woodwork throughout. Adjacent buildings
suitable for small business such as antique shop, professional offices, or retail.
outlet. Located at corner of North 5th and Chestnut Streets. Shown by appointment
only.
GENERAL • BACKHOE - •
isrkr kravel hauling 







- bulldozing needs. Call




ficient serviei, NO job
_ *DAIL _Gait Ernest.
e, 753.0605.
-Haug Taylor at 7531310 -
for free estimates. t_ _XUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
INSUIATION BLOWN in _8 cents per sq. ft. and we
by em-4040- Arijk-Are- -hallway
high heat and cooling limit 4x10-: •A 10' is
bills. Call Doug Taylai 10 room would only7 be
at 763-2310 for free ' WV.- Call 753-1335 or
JUST LISTED, A REAL BUY
Ideally located just minutes from town. This 3
bedroom, 2 bath has many features you must
see. One acre lot with good well of water. Priced
right.
At Kopperud Realty, we ore working hard to
provide the best possible service to you.
SUMMERTIME'S OVER
BUT THE LIVIN'S STILL EASY
In this new four bedroom home with lovely
design and ideal location near schools on quiet
street. Central heat and air and an economic
price make this home an excellent choice on
today's market. Priced in the 30's. Phone us
today for an appointment
KOPPERUD
• ;Wilson and Bro. Sam Collier
officiating. Burial will follow The 
September wholesale price
in the Memorial Cemetery The biggest contributors ivere 
increase was the largest since a per
there. lumber and wood, which rose _4.4 , per 
cent rise in April,, at a time when
Mr:Elkins, age 67, a brick
Inflation was near the 10 per cent level.
mason in the construction
business for forty years, died
- Ttresttay afternoon ar-the
Henry- County General
Hospital, Paris, l'n., after a _trAffir__aL an __earlier date than The over-all increase of fivetenths of before going up by one-tenth of a per
- lengthy . announced bY DOT. - a per cent • Tot --Septeinher would cent last month.member nt the Veterans of
ForeignWars and a veteran of
--F.-/rorter
- Born July 4, 1920, in
Calloway County, he was the A H
on of the late James Coy
Elkins- and Della Guinn
Elkins. One son, Bobby, --a
sister, and two brothers
----weeded-hint in death. -
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Alice Sanders Elkins, to
whom he was . married on
January 1, 1932; one daughter,
Mrs. Evelyn Axtell, Mountain
Horne, Idaho; five sons,
Charles L., Gerald, ual,
Elkins,,a11,af
-To Aileet _. apprnximate'Ly one-mile, - just to gel. - ' Finished consumer goods, which are'Elkins of 304"Glendale'Street, products declined in-price by only two- 4across town to shop or to work," the the furthest along the stage .ufParis, Ten., is being held tenths oil per cent in September. „ '




' Contributing most to the increaie last 
production, rose four-tenths of 1 per
Chapel, Ridgeway Morticians, month were industrial co oditie 's, -- OCt . .•The 15th Street project was awarded cent in Seprembet after being-virtuallyto' Harper and Arterburn, Inc., of - uncha ed in the previous three
to honor Miss Doris Rowland,
anriISyed at wet weather that has held -by Me latter part of this week I number of d.ays suitable for out400r- -Certified- Pf-ofessional
CPS DinnerAgriculture Statistician Says
Here Monday
_ Mrs. Mary Ellen Pfost, CPS,
W-e-tMeather -Has-n-4 Hurt-Crops __will thethe .CPS Presentation Dinneart
, .
Western Kentucky farmers may be "If we have-d;y weather," he said: The reporting service said the who 'recently obtained the
up tgeir corn hnt'vest, but an Imagine some of them will be wnrit; last week ranged froin two in Secretary rathig announced a•
agricultural statistician says when they ha -vesting again." western Kentucky to six in northern NSA spokesman.
do get into, the fields they will find the "They  still have plenty of time,' I 4_ - _ , mrs., pfoet, _cps, will also .
crop undamaged. think," Snipes said. The main farm activities in present the CPS certificate on GulfOil 
_
STOCK MARIEET
Prices of gnats al local infarolit at
noon today fundihed to the Leder
Timseby L M. Maw* Co. are as follows:





A. T. Sa. 
Ford Motor Co 
Gen. Dynamics r.53'14 +16
GAF 9% unc
Gen. Motors '  70% +14
Gai. Tire •
While most of the state had favorable Kentucky: in addition to corn and beanLast week's rains will not have 11314behalf of the Institute for- Pennwaltserious results, said tarry Snipes, w harvesting weather last,week, rains , harvesting, were coppleting,tobacco . cerrifyieggeetkaries to Miss - keiOafs
. W ,secretary to PeoplesDepartment of Agricultuv's Kentucky _ rnade.,, it difficult to use heavy ;seeding fall-sown grains. Bank President Bill Boyd, atCrop and Livestock Reporting Service harvesting machinery on many large Only about five per cent of
In Louisville: western Kentucky farms. - , Kentucky's burley tobacco remains in - on Monday, October 10, at"The boggy soils gpd_tb,e rain haven't "It's mainly the corn that they are the fields, and about 19 per cent of the seven pm. _atitle..Hohday Inn,
caused any damage, .but they ( the trying, to get hacve„sted now Snipes . state's crop is ready for stripping, the • 'Murray .
farmers) want to get their work done," said. ' reporting service estimates. Mrs. Pfost is 'currentlyCompany, but for the past Snipes said Wednesday. "AboUt 60 per cent of the r_nrn__is _ .. . Hoiliesura - a type 0! rot _..ilas been . serving as president-elect ofdeven years had been with the • harvested in western' KenttickY, • more of a problem this yearthan usual the Kentucky Division of TheAty of LaGrange' Water •• - compared to about a third statewide. -because of the damp weather, but .. Ma tionaL  Seer-a-tar-lea
Srupes said damage in most areas has
not been serious.- 
Association, International,' iii .
assistant statistician for the U.S. dampened western grain* and wet sPil cutting and housing, and glowingand Ro land
chestnut But they want t6 get the corn Out so they 'Pollution Control. He- was ameniber of the Unity Baptist -, .. i _ can-get to the soybeans; " he said_
Church with the Rev. Bobby . I-Continued from Page Oneb _ Soybeans are often planted in the
Robinsnn and the Rev. 'Heflin -
season, the biggest single business summer after other crops -are
Daniel officiating Buna was
in the Shadowlawn Cemetery
before Thanksgiving. - -  - - readiness, Snipes said. "We've had a lot more htinseburn this
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I .funerals I
D. V. Outland Dies -
At Medical Center;
Rites At LaGrange
Word has been received of
the-death of 11f:it:Outland, age
57, native.of Murray, who died
September -25 " at the Welt
"Georgia 'Medical Center,
- LaGrange, Ga., where he had
1-elided for the past thirty-
, three years.
For a number of years Mr.
Outland was employed by the
Dunn Truck and Tractor
achievement, said a NSA wt.„,,,:ersonsa. •
spokesman. Reservations- Us 1-2 /00-12011*. POTIL-410.50
1.3100440 lb& WOO-40Z • .





Ills'. I Int 753403S
It,. Pork* At Roar Door
Melva Hatcher it 753-4751. US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $34.00-35.00
The dinner is being hosted by ts1-3300440-1O1 133.0044.00
the Murray Chapter of NSA. gi2135.1.54541:.. $5.0046teow3-336::
Roars 24.0047.00
Detroit, Mich., and Wavel of
_Memphis, Tn.: one sister,.
Mrs. Estelle Johnson,
'Paducah. _
a member of the paducah
About 52 per cent of the crop has been • Kentucky- Lake Chapter of
affected with houseburn. mostly bell to - NSA, is secretary to H.D.
underway and will be in full swing long state has soybeans in all stages of "hasn't helped any," said Snipes..
at LaGrange.
StinriVArl include his ---,•4rbese businesses, many- of them- • "All4fie soybeans are not mature-yet year then we.11id last: year but we've"
Mts. !Ruth Hornsby Outland;
newly established, will suffer greatly if especially doublecropped soybeans that - had other years a lot worse,' said.two sons Larry of Memphis,of trafficis..not reinstituted on Chestnut were planted in 4une," he said. Some The humidity this week has probablyTn., and, James R. still have green. leaves, and we have been lower with the cooler weather." _LaGrange, Ga.; mother, Mrs. until 
Thanksgiving 
The mayor also pointed out that the stages of maturity right on up to How much that will help cannot beBeedie Ann Outland, Murray,
six brothers, William, L. E., 
closing of the , street has affected mature." predicted, he said. ''The houseburn '
and Kelly, all of Murray, 
the shoos in the vicinity. He said that
several things in addition 'to business at
in western Kentucky have been weight to the toba-ccoTbut-trow rnidirs
About 5 to flr per cent of the soybeans probably is going to cause some loss of
Hanahet and Colie, both of -school bus routes, both in the city and harvested, he said. , - still to be seen."




affected by the street closing as well as.
Calloway-County Transit system. • - _ 
_oiesaie Prices -Up october , by cap% US34 MO-2.016 g-50-39the regular -route of the Murray- wh _ Ca-4 24tP3M oo•
5 0/
"Another problem created by the WASHINGTON (AP) - Wholesale_ _ average out to just over 6, per cent for
street closing," the mayor said, "is that prices rose one-half of 1 per cent last an entire year, close to levels the
established routes for police, fire and month, the biggest increase since Aprtl: administration considers an acceptable
other emergency vehicles have had to as the big drop in food prices began ,inflation rate.
be revamped to longer, less -direct leveling off, the LaborDepartrrient sald Whotetale ' prices are paid by-
-- _ toatesintnost eases._ • today,
For Mr. Elkins -One fourth of our population has to
retailers- arid litartufaetarers before--
After declineswveraging nearly, 4 per. they 
reach the consumer, but the prices
- The -funeral for -Mel 
go around this barrier, a detour, of .
• eent in the last four months fa • nften gnaw 
aplater at ietail stores.
Paris, with Bro..Claytus De run t which rose.eight-Ienths of- 1 per -eent, n$h b the Kentucky months
4ayiTan!s Day Pr
azel Church Next Sunday
--- About:WI --
Attend State's
and 'Ma Thompson, Lamle'
and Terri Malcolm, Johnna
Intl VAlett-Sones, and 'Cindy
Edwards.
Also to be recognized are
Toni Jones, organist; Faye
and Hubert Coles, secretaries
and treasurers; Lois Newport
who has furnished an
J.W. Jones,. assistant arrangement of roses from
- 311Perintendent-will_give
- Paris, Tn.; tA,p sisters, Mrs. devotion. The lay speakers every Sunday from early
Dessie Lyon, Dover, Tn., and will be Mrs. Kosice Jones and summer until frost for many
Mrs. Estelle Stalls, Vidor, Mrs. Mavis Martin. year,s.;Jimmy FIdwArds_ind_ _
- Texas; three brothers, Oralee
and Leland Elkins, Alm°, and




Mrs. Broadbent Is and J.W.- Jones, young adult; workers; J.Vi. 'Jones, hearing, which was. _ _ Beauton Hart, Wesley; Eula__custodian._. _
transcribed by a courtMcCullough, Olga Freeman, The Rev. Tommy Martin,
The Hazel United Methodist
Church will observe Layman's
--Day -on- Sunday, odubei 9,
with many lay persons to be
recognized for service during
the past year, according to
Carman Parks, superin-
tendent of tke Sunday Schqot
activities oflbe church.
Dead At Age 93;
he recognized Toni Herning, COMmu ob at-
Jones, primary; Tim Scruggs, tendant and 'president of the
Junior II; Crystal Parks and United - Methodist Church
Goldie% Edwards; middle Women;. Mavis Martin and
elementary; Jimmy Edwards Nancy Thompson, , youth
reporter, would be reviewedMildred Herning, Elizabeth church pastor, .invites the by Carroll and his aides asMarshall, and Maureen public to attend. Sunday the re ared their bud et•
Wednesday at the Trigg
County Hospital, Cadiz. She
was 93 years of lige and the
widow of Smith B Broadbent,
-4" Sr., an -agrketufe and-civir-tale :Guthrie
thebiggest jump in a year.of Transportation-on July 6. ,
"Working to Open Chestnut Street
before Thanksgiving on a temporary
basis we hotie to n*iimize the adverse
affect bf 'the 'project," Grayson' cent in September alone amid • As food prices began to decline,
concluded, continuing demand for new houses. wholesale prices rose only four-tenths.
-s••—• - e
& 'nines todThay at he iS going to poWer, nonnfeta c 'mine by seVen-tenths of a per 7cent in June
and by one-tenth of a per cent in July
Mayor Scott told The" Murray_ Ledger Also increasing' were and of .apper may and then.ctrappect,
continue tolry to get the street opened transportation equipment, -
siinday-Tcho-offeieliers to- Len- Iffick --milafed.-
'Taylor, Queen Esther; ftussFuneral friday Taylor and Claude Wilson,
Men'? Bible; Koska Jones,
• Mrs. Anna Hopson Kate Rose. •
Broadbent of Cadiz died"- -Acolytes to be recognized
WANTEDinclude Tracy and Patty West,
Jackie and Joe Brewer, Kim
Y P P
proposals.School will be at ten a.m. with
the layman's program at
eleven a.m.
1st Budget Hearing . 
ELIZABETHTO , Ky.
(AP)- With Gov Julian
Carroll in atten nce, the
state has held the first in a
series of public hearings on
the 1978-80 budget.




:NA turat _Ire"So_ur es
Secretary Robert Bell, who
presided, opened the session.
He was followed by a 30-
Minute film describing
Kentucky and its government





leader who died in 1964, „ • - No. 329 will hold its regular
American Legion Post
Plans Monday Sleeting .
'-"The new Broadbent horse
arena at the Kentucky State
..Fairgrounds in Louisville was
• named -in honor of Mrs.
_Broadbent's late husband.
Survivors include one son,
Smith B. Broadbent, Jr., two
daughters, Mrs. Lucy Baker
and Mrs. Dorothy Keith, four
grandchildren, and seven
great grandchildren.
Funeral services will, be
_ held Friday at three p.m. at
the chapel of the Goodwin
Funeral some, Cadiz, with
burial in the Wall Cemetery in
:Named-VFW
Jariies Dale dultirie, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Ortis Guthrie,
1610 Magnolia Drive, Murray,
llas recently been _elected. to
the .Board of Directors of the
Illinois Association for Media
in Koducation, the state
organization for library and
media professionals.
Guthrie resides with his
wife, Rebecca, and son, Jason,
in Salem, Ill., where he is
employed as Media Director
Trigg County. at Salem High School. He has
Friends may call at the served on several, state
-Weft Theifie; -committees before being
The family requests that elected to the board position.
expressions of sympathy take - He• .was chosen as "Out-
standing Young Man ofthe Jorm of donations to the
Trigg county 'Library, mt. America in Education" in the
state of Illinois last year. _Zion Children's Department,
The former Murray manis'aor to charity.
. graduate of Murray High
LAKE DATA Scharr -and Murray State
Kenhieky Lake.7 a.m. 356.8, _ University. He received ,his
' down 0.1: . • ' M.S. in Library Science from
- Belowdarn 307.2• 01.9. the. University of- Kentucky
 17.n1:4-Amiiimtsitnt, kirt•Nr:Cra.TIWate
Below dam 315.1, 401. work at Eastern Illinois
Suftsel 6:-35 'Sunrise 6:56. University.
The -American Legion Post
"meeting- on Monday,- October
9, at seven p.m.
All members are urged to
attend, said Commander
Golden Dillard.
Selling and working with
Winta inITWIRT6t5 :UT -:-





















3 Ft. to 30 Ft.
See Your Self-Service
2o s t.mern Cony In% 753-3361
or mflhi
The Rev. Hoyt Owen, -
retired United 'Methodist
Church minister, now - • ., ,Prices of stock of local interest at noon
residing in Paducah, will be EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger as
the speaker at the Laymen's Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
Day services at the Dexter- •- 
Murray, areas followf:
. .
Hardin Unites, Methodist wow-in Inc- 
. •if
Church on Sufiday, October 
MalonaidsCorp.. ....... f, 24% +uncsit
15% -i- 4Ponderosa Systesns 
-t9o-aillenetH6iaeleny,affilayleaactrerf,daindg . Wlj.R.IleGrrarbiY c7k  27% -%
43/441%ut







 33% 4- 3/4.
 33 +%
 7% unc
Western Union 111% A-%








School will be at ten a.m.
ral Elec 51W +%
Division Superintendent, follow the morning services.. Dimeyk rich 
-Uginn Carbide Corporation, .  ':. - '-175alkklinrni , • _ 
0%
' Nueleir Division, of Paducah, ' * ' - -- 
_ 
and has worked as a secretary
and office manager for so . Hog Market
and anyone Wrested may 
Federal State Market NeWa Service oc- 
fest film Serviceyears in Texas and Kentucky. -.--- -  --------*---- —
attend the CPS dinner in honor 
tober 6, 1977
Kentucky Purcluise Area flog Market 
. Al Big DiscountThe business community '
ncILe
of Miss - Rowland's 
Reportm ceismInc: lActuden713 BuEstyingooSta. tiaanvonsadvw 4
The Board of Directors of
Kentucky's-- Western
Waterlands, a regional tourist
promotion group, is expected-
to meet -Monday Oct. 10 at the
Holiday_ Inn near _
'
- Meeting lime is 6:30- p. m.
Included.on theprogram is art

















 Chrysler—Plymouth and Dodge and...
lst Prize - $100 Crch
2nd Prize' - $25 Worth of Gas
Guess The Number
Of Balloons In Our
1978 Diplomat
Wagon
(From 8 a.m. Wednesday through
2 p.m. CDT Saturday)
3rd Prize - Quilt Lined Dodge Jacket
One entry per customer-goo must, be 11 years or older te enter) -
(Note:- In case of atie, the eat•st entry will he declared the winner with the
later dated entry to be declar e winner of the next prize in line, if any.)




010 Sycamore, Murray. 1014132
25c
For every entry we cull donate
25 to the Calloway County
Football Team and an ad-





' period of the year, is already getting harvested from the same field, so the modefate. Wet weather last -week Bewley, Technical Senrices and a basket dinner will Jim Walters
11-
